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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we explore social catalysts that encourage interaction between people in a public
space in the form of play. Ordinary objects already integrated in the public and semi-public
spaces, such as tables, can be transformed into playful interactive devices and serve as social
catalysts to encourage conversation and socialization.

Many early applications of interactive tables focused on ambient devices, information displays
and browsers, and computer supported collaborative work spaces. In this thesis, we present an
iterative design process for two interactive tabletop games: the concept, low-fidelity prototypes,
high-fidelity prototypes, and current implementations. We conclude with a discussion of
critiques conducted throughout the design process and a preliminary evaluation of the current
implementation of one of the games.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

For this thesis, we created games on an interactive table which will serve as a social catalyst for
people in a public space. We will first discuss the design and implementation of the table and the
applications and then we will then present the result of the quantitative and qualitative
evaluation of the project.

1.1. Social Catalysts
“A sign of a great place is triangulation. This is the process by which some external stimulus
provides a linkage between people and prompts strangers to talk to each other as if they were
not.”
~ William H. Whyte

Social catalysts are defined as “catalysts to encourage new
interactions between people within and between two spaces”
[30]. In other words, social catalysts trigger the triangulation
process that researcher and urban planner William H. White
mentioned.
In this thesis, we explore how of social catalysts can be
Figure 1.1. Chess players in Harvard
Square
(Photo courtesy of Bisse/Flickr.com)

created in public settings. Specifically, our hypothesis is that
ordinary objects already integrated in the environment, such

as tables, can be transformed into playful interactive social objects and serve as social catalysts
that engage people to interact and converse in public spaces.
Social catalysts exist in many shapes and forms in public spaces. Street artists are one example:
they bring novel and often strange sights, sounds, and
ideas to the ordinary and usually attract a big crowd. Other
examples are fountains, which are also excellent social
catalysts because they are playful and fascinate children as
well as adults, who often play or socialize around them.
Figure 1.2. Children and adult
playing at the water fountain in
Seattle cultural center
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What are the factors that compose an external link that
brings people together? What can spark conversations, or at
least lower the barriers for conversations? People are the
number one factor that attracts other people: humans are
social creatures [68]. The second most attractive factor is
their own image, or in the case of BodyMovies, their
Figure 1.3. BodyMovies

shadow [92]. BodyMovies also shows us that given a space

with people and a medium that allows interaction, they will interact playfully with each other.
This leads to another very important factor that we think can bring people together - play.

1.2. Play and Game
What is play? In The Ambiguity of Play [87], Brian SuttonSmith wrote:
We all play occasionally, and we all know what playing feels
like. But when it comes to making theoretical statements about
what play is, we fall into silliness. There is little agreement

Figure 1.4. Children playing with
water

among us, and much ambiguity.
Play has many diverse forms, as Sutton-Smith pointed out:

Almost anything can allow play to occur within its boundaries, as is illustrated, for example, by
works on tourism as play (McCannell, 1976), television as play (Stephenson, 1967),
daydreaming as play (Caughey, 1984), sexual intimacy as play (Betcher, 1987), and even gossip
as play (Spack, 1986).
In Homo Ludens [93], Johan Huizinga saw that human
instinct for play was the central element in human culture all human activities are based on play:
Now in myth and ritual the great instinctive forces of
civilized life have their origin: law and order, commerce and
profit, craft and art, poetry, wisdom and science. All are
rooted in the primeval soil of play.

Figure 1.5. Watching sport is also a
form of collective play.

In this work, we discuss play in the context of games. If we consider all activities that we could
call play, games are only a subset of play. However, if we refocus on games as the larger
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complex phenomena, it can be framed and understood as a schema consisting of three aspects:
RULES, PLAY and CULTURE as suggested by Salen and Zimmerman [62]:
•

RULES = the organization of the designed system

•

PLAY = the human experience of that system

•

CULTURE = the larger context engaged with and inhabited
by the system

In this sense, play is only one aspect of game. Now, in order to understand play, we need to
define game. Not surprisingly, we encountered the same ambiguity when we looked for a
definition of game:
The word [game] is used for so many different activities that it is not worth insisting on any
proposed definition. All in all, it is a slippery lexicological customer, with many friends and
relations in a wide variety of fields. – David Parlett, The Oxford Dictionary of Board Games
Despite this ambiguity, many scholars have attempted to define game. In Rules of Play, Salem
and Zimmerman examined eight different definitions of game [62]. From these definitions, they
selected only the essential elements, and presented a concise and powerful definition:
A game is a system in which players engage in an artificial conflict, defined by rules that result
in quantifiable outcome.
This will be the definition that we will refer to when we discuss game throughout this thesis.

1.3. Games as Social Play
Historically, games have been valued as social experiences;
as a way for people to relate to each other and to play
together. According to Salen and Zimmerman, the re-focus
of digital games to favor multiplayer experiences is not a
new trend by any means: it is merely the return of games to
Figure 1.6. People playing dominoes
on the street at Panama city.

their roots as social play [62].
Not many games are designed to be played alone [86]. Even

if some games can be played individually, the game will soon loose its entertainment power
without competitors and spectators. This pattern has been observed in many games such as kiteflying, or cup-and-balls. Players find pleasure in the stimulus and response, thrust and parry,
provocation and contagion, and effervescence or shared tension of the competition and an
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attentive and sympathetic audience. Even a game of chance is more attractive in a group, if not
in a crowd.
Social play is an important aspect in game design. Salen and Zimmerman categorized social
relationships in games into two types: internal relationships that emerge from the game’s rules,
and external relationships that are brought into the game from the real world [62]. In this thesis,
we choose a public setting, specifically a public sitting area, where there are little or no initial
external relationships among people. Our goal is to help initiate the external relationships
through positive internal relationships.

1.4. The community lounge seating
Most modern buildings have been designed with social
spaces in mind. They often have community lounge seating
areas- open spaces with good lighting, and often furnished
with comfortable sofas, chairs, and low coffee tables.
These spaces are designed for people to sit, relax, and
socialize. However, like many other public spaces, they’re
usually lack the social catalysts that trigger the process of

Figure 1.7. A lounge area on the first
floor of Siebel Center, UIUC.

triangulation. Since average strangers in these spaces do
not have many incentives to communicate with each other, the purpose of these social spaces
cannot be fulfilled.

1.5. Theory
Throughout history people have used tables as shared and
collaborative environments in many different functions,
such as dining, playing games, working, etc. However, in
many public seating areas tables are often used only as
Figure 1.8. Painting found in Egyptian

placeholders and decorative artifacts. These tables are

tomb of people playing a board game
called Senat on a low table.

usually in a crowded environment with comfortable
seating, food, and good lightning. Thus, they have the

potential to support a wide variety of social interactions but are often under-used.
Our hypothesis is that a table in a public space can serve as a social catalyst if it is transformed
into a computer supported collaborative play device. By featuring games and interactions that
require collaboration, people will be more likely to socially communicate while playing games.
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The table is turned into a playground, and the game is the catalyst that triggers interaction and
communication. The games on the interactive table will not only enrich the space with enticing
visuals and sounds, but also help the space to realize its purpose: to encourage socialization
among people.
There are existing games that can be used for this purpose, such as card games, board games,
parlor games, role-playing games, miniature war-games, and tile-based games. However, not
many games are designed to utilize features that are specific to
interactive tables, such as multiple points of input and handgestures. In addition, they’re often time-consuming and
discourage people who only have a few minutes to spare.
Our goal is to design novel games and interactions that are not
only attractive and entertaining but also encourage users to
communicate and interact with each other. While the
entertainment value is a fundamental requirement for the
games in order to attract users, the social value is the main
focus of this project.
Figure 1.9. Capture the Comets on

Icebreaker games such as ‘Three truths and a lie’, ‘Fear in a

the DiamondTouch

hat’, ‘Balloon activities’, ‘Human knot’, ‘Group juggle’, etc.
have goals similar to the games we designed [88]. These goals are to promote communication
and to foster relationships among participants. When researching existing icebreaker games, we
noted that many of them require a lot of commitment; they often demand sharing personal
information (‘Three truths and a lie’, ‘Fear in a hat’) or collaborative physical activities
(‘Human knot’, ‘Group juggle’). They work in places such as classroom settings, leadership
conferences, and camps where participants have common interests or incentives to get to know
each other. However, average strangers in public spaces don’t necessarily want to engage in this
form of interaction. Therefore, existing icebreaker games will not work in public settings.
However, there is a lot to be learned from icebreaker games. They help to encourage
communication and to build teams by demanding collaboration and by giving people strong
incentives to communicate. They utilize physical proximity to encourage trust among players
and give some level of competition or puzzle-solving challenge to motivate participants. In
addition, icebreaker games generally have low skill requirements giving most users a common
ground to start on.
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Tables designed for playing games can be seen in various physical spaces. There are chess tables
in many public spaces where people can sit and play (figure 1.1). They become great attractions
in these spaces: the chess tables draw players and the games draw spectators. However, chess
and other traditional tabletop games often require a time commitment and skill that are not easy
to obtain. With the help of multi-motor inputs such as multi-touch technology ([6], [29]), we
want to create interactions and games on a table top that (1) attracts participants, (2) spectators
can become participants, and (3) players have incentives to invite more participants.
Based on these three fundamental ideas, we created initial guidelines for our design: (1) the
design requires multi-person collaboration to achieve goals; (2) the design utilizes proximity as a
means for collaboration; and (3) the design provides incentives and rewards for interacting
participants. As more people participate, the visualizations grow to provide more avenues for
collaboration between participants, and in effect, more opportunities for “winning”.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2.1. A Brief Social History of Tables
Tables are known to have been used in the Western world since about 3100 B.C [78].
Throughout history, tables have played an important role in many social activities.

Ancient Times
The Egyptians used tables extensively during the Dynastic
Period (3100-341 B.C.). Although very few table artifacts
survived, they were depicted in many paintings and
Figure 2.1. Men playing draughts on a low
Table. Fifth Dynasty.
~Furniture in the Ancient World.

sculptural reliefs. The most common use of the table was
to hold vases, utensils, and valuable objects [79]. Only
wealthy and royal people could afford to own furniture.

However, while the ordinary people were content to squat on a mat, simple crude boxes or tables
were no doubt used to hold clay pots and other household utensils [78, p 150]
Also, tables were often used as workbenches (figure 2.3). A sculptural relief dated back to Sixth
Dynasty described craftsmen working together on tables. This is probably the first record of the
use of table as a collaborative work space.

Figure 2.3: Craftsmen at work

Not surprisingly, tables were also used for entertainment in ancient times. The characteristic
extreme heat of the Egyptian summer leads us to assume that sitting and resting games were
preferred during the hottest months, rather than games that
required greater physical exertion. If this consideration
was true for children, then it must have held even truer for
adults [91]. Grown-ups drove off boredom by playing
board games in the airy shadowed halls of their dwelling
Figure 2.2. Carving - Men playing

places. Carvings and drawings found in tombs from the

draughts on a low table. Six Dynasty.
~Furniture in the Ancient World.

Fifth (2494-2345 B.C.) (figure 2.1) and Six Dynasties
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(2345-2333 B.C.) (figure 2.2) depicted men playing a board game named Senat on low tables
similar to the presented day ‘cocktail table’ [78, p 56]. Representations of these games are
accompanied by inscriptions that captures the relaxed atmosphere: “You sit in the hall; you play
the Senat board game; you have wine; you have beer” [91].
Tables and chairs were also used for dining in noble and wealthy households. There was no
large central table at which people would be seated, since the custom was to be served at
individual tables [78, p 150]. Thus, tables were often small and portable.
The Greek also used small, portable, and light tables
for dinning. Tables were designed to be slightly
lower than the couches so that people could recline
on those couches while eating (figure 2.4). When not
in use, the tables were pushed under the couches [79,
p 42]. Arrangements around the dining tables
reflected a patriarchal style of family gathering: the

Figure 2.4. Vase painting: couch and table.
(530-510 B.C.) ~Furniture in the Ancient World.

father alone reclining on a couch, the mother on a
chair, children on stools, and servants separately at their own table. [82, p 74]

Medieval Period
In medieval times, tables took on a greater social meaning in
the great halls of the feudal castle. The lord was seated in
the center of the great high table, situated at the upper end of
the great halls on a raised platform called dais, with family
and important guests on each side of him. When dining,
tables were arranged longitudinally, perpendicular to the
great high table and dais [79, p 72], with benches set against
a wall, on which a strip of fabric called a dorcer was hung to
Figure 2.5. King Arthur’s round table

provide a back rest. Thus, everyone was seated on one side
of the tables, with their back against the walls (figure 2.8)

[82, p 3].
The dining tables consisted of boards placed on trestles, so that they could easily be dismantled
and placed to the side to meet other purposes of the great halls [79, p 72]. Some authors ascribe
the derivation of term chairman of the board to the medieval practice of designating the status of
the person of honor by seating him in a chair at the board [79, p 87].
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The sitting arrangement at the dinning tables in medieval time
emphasized status and formality and thus was less supportive of
conversation during the meals. In contrast, the legendary round
table of King Arthur was designed to accentuate equality and
communication (figure 2.5).

Figure 2.6. Circular card table

Figure 2.8. Family dining in Medieval time

The table dormant, a permanent or fixed side table, was an
indication of wealth and hospitality, as suggested by the
English poet Geoffrey Chaucer (1340-1400 A.D.) when he
described the open-handed affluence of Frankeleyn, in the
Prologue of The Canterbury Tales [82, p 76]. His portrayal
of the abundance of food and drink concludes with the lines:
“His table dormant in his halle alway
Stood redy covered al the longe day.”
Card games were introduced to Europe in the 14th century. A
royal card party around a table was depicted in the

Figure 2.7. A royal card parties
(1300 – 1350)

manuscript of the Romance of Meliadus, written in France between the year 1330 and 1350
(figure 2.7) [80, p 77]. Another illustration of a circular card table was found in an illuminated
manuscript of the early 15th century (figure 2.6). According to Gloag, the circular table,
supported by a central pillar, may have been specially designed for card playing. Most card
games require at least two or more people, making the games an extraordinary opportunity to
communicate with others. Since the introduction of card games, it has become a favorite pasttime for the nobles as well as for the commoners.

Sixteenth century
In the 16th century, furniture became independent of the walls. Thus, people no longer sit on one
side of a table, with their back against the wall like in medieval times. In the dining parlors of
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the 16th century, the table was situated at the middle of the room, and the host and hostess sat at
the ends of the table with everyone else along the sides. This change in seating arrangement
reflects a change in social conduct toward less formality, and “greater appreciation for the art of
conversation” [82, p 3]. Long, heavy tables were used only for a few large dining halls. For the
intimate and private setting of the dining parlors, smaller extending tables were employed [82, p
117]. Thus, dinner parties were more relaxed and convivial.

Figure 2.11. Coffee house in London,
th
17 C.
Figure 2.10. Tarot card party

Card games were a favorite past-time during the Renaissance. Figure 2.9 shows a French
gambling house of that period. Figure 2.10 is a colorful, cheerful painting by the Italian master
Niccolo dell’ Abate, illustrating a tarot card party. In both figures, card games are depicted to be
played on the table.

Seventeenth century
With the spread of coffeehouses in Europe in the
17th century [18], the table found its way into the
social center of Western society. The Economist
article “The internet in a cup” described the
coffeehouse in the 17th and 18th century as the
equivalent to the internet today. Coffeehouses were
the places to go when one needed information just

Figure 2.12. Evening card party

about everything: they served as information exchange locations for writers, politicians,
businessmen, and scientists. In contrast with taverns, coffeehouses were well furnished with
bookshelves, mirrors, gilded-framed paintings, tables, benches, and other high-quality furniture.
As depicted in figure 2.11, gentlemen gathered around tables in the coffeehouses, drinking
coffee while conversing. Also according to this article, coffeehouses were clean, sober, and
well-regulated, with their own rules and culture, making them perfect settings for socialization:
“According to custom, social differences were left at the coffee-house door, the practice of
drinking healths was banned, and anyone who started a quarrel had to atone for it by buying an
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order of coffee for all present. In short, coffee-houses were
calm,

sober

and

well-ordered

establishments

that

promoted polite conversation and discussion. “
In

the

households,

entertainment

and

tables

were

socialization.

still

centers

Tables

for

designed

specifically for playing cards and other games appeared in
the late 17th century [83, p 75] Card and game tables were
almost always folded, with compartments to store game
pieces, and sometime with an inlaid board (for chess,
backgammon, etc.) (figure 2.13) [83, p 434].

Eighteenth century
In the 18th century, more specialized tables were designed

Figure 2.13. 18th C. game table

for social activities. Card and game tables introduced in 17th century became very popular in 18th
century England (figure 2.13). In addition, the gentleman’s social table (wine table) was
invented. It allowed two or three people to sit and relax with
their wine near a fire, possibly discussing politics and other
important matters of the time [82, p 153,158] [83, p 430].
(figure 2.14)
After tea was commercially introduced to Europe by Dutch
merchants in 1610, tea drinking became fashionable first in
Figure 2.14. Tea party at Parliament
Hill, Canada

Holland, and then in England during the second half of the
17th century and the early 18th century.
Afternoon tea was a custom for higher society, whether that
of the aristocracy or the prosperous middle and uppermiddle classes. This meal was a delicate affair and was
served

in

afternoon,
Figure 2.15. Victorian tea party

the

late

long

after

lunch and several hours
before dinner. It was

appreciated as much for the company as for the meal. It
became an excellent reason to extend an invitation or to
make a visit. Afternoon tea was an aspect of Victorian life of
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Figure 2.16. Tea table, 18th

which women were firmly in charge, which might explain its popularity. Victorian ladies rarely
needed an excuse for a tea party because the etiquette of afternoon tea could be grafted onto
almost any social occasion (figure 2.15).
In public, tea was also served in taverns and coffeehouses. Social life in the first half of the 18th
century became more sophisticated as coffee houses gave way to tea gardens. The tea gardens
were designed with a vision of paradise: tree-lined avenues, lantern-lit walkways, music,
dancing, fireworks, and good food accompanied by a fine cup of tea. Tea gardens weren’t just
fun, they were a social melting pot and in these exotic landscapes, aristocracy and the masses
could promenade together.

Figure 2.17. Vauxhall Tea Garden, by Thomas Rowlandson (1784)

Of course, the tea tables were at the center of the social activities at a tea party. The ritual of
drinking tea developed in such a way that a series of special tables was produced for this
purpose: “tea caddies”, “teakettle stands,” “teapoys,” and “tea tables” (figure 2.16) [83, p 439].

2.2. Interactive Tables
Today, with the advance of technology, the CSCW research
community has explored the computer augmented table as an
object to support high-tech collaboration, such as the UbiTable
[26], SenseTable [19] and numerous other projects. Table
surfaces have also been the focus of the art installations
Figure 2.18. Future office table

“Composition on the table” by Toshio Iwai [10], or

“floating.numbers” by Art+Com [1].
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When doing the background research for this project, we found a lot of related work that is
fascinating. The interactive table has its own place in the computer supported collaborative work
and play. Here is an overview of existing projects that use interactive tables in some form.

metaDESK
As an emerging platform, interactive table systems are still
looking for applications that can fully utilize its advantages.
One of the early applications for interactive table surfaces is
information browsing. The Tangible Geospace on the
metaDESK [65] presents an intuitive way to manipulate the
map of MIT campus with phicon, or physical icon, and

Figure 2.19. metaDESK

various “lenses”. The phicon, in the form of buildings, as well as the lenses provide good
affordance. On the other hand, the various devices make design of the table less appealing to
general users.

Dialog table
The Dialog table [67] was commissioned by the Walker
Museum as a tangible interface for browsing and sharing the
information in the museum database. The table design is very
elegant. However, the table could have been more successful if
it conveyed more than the information already available on the
Figure 2.20. Dialog table

museum website. Also, the design of the table requires users to

stand around in awkward positions, which is not supportive of long term interaction.

Lazy Susan
Lazy Susan [44] is an interactive installation in the UnPrivate House, an exhibition of architectural projects. Lazy
Susan provides a simple and intuitive interactive interface to
browse and share information about architectural plans. The
users interact with the table by hand touches and physical

Figure 2.21. Lazy Susan

icons. The users have personal workspaces projected in front
of them. The “coaster” can be placed on the “hot spot” on the personal workspace to trigger the
information display. A user also has the option to share information with other participants by
sending the image to the lazy Susan, a round turning surface at the center of the table. Lazy
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Susan makes up for a common problem of horizontal display, i.e. text and image orientation, by
enabling user to rotate the central projection by turning the lazy Susan. However, since the table
is quite large, face to face communication among people at the table is difficult. In addition, the
lazy Susan does not have any mechanism to support pointing or commenting on the shared
image. Thus, while this is a good browsing tool, it is not a good design for collaboration and
communication.

Luminous table
Urban planning is one of the more successful applications of
interactive tables. The Luminous table by Ishii et al [27] brings
urban planning models to life by simulating and visualizing
environmental and social factors such as sun-light levels
throughout the day, wind speed capacity, or pedestrian density.
Figure 2.22. Luminous table

The models became an intuitive physical icon to manipulate the

interface. However, while the Luminous table is extremely powerful in some respects, such as
shadow simulation, it neglects many other urban design factors.

Drift table
Table surfaces are also popular ambient displays. The drift
table by Boucher et al [9] lets users observe Great Britain
slowly drifting by through a small window. The table is also
sensitive to weight and adjusts the drifting position
accordingly. This table enriches the space by providing a

Figure 2.23. Drift table

connection to a different space: the view of Britain from above.
It can be interpreted as an ambient display because of its undemanding characteristic, or a social
object, as people like to gather around it to discus current views and how to reach new locations,
although the small size of the viewport is frustrating in social situations. Opposite to our project,
the Drift table is designed for open-ended, playful explorations and it does not seek to support
user’s immediate desires. Studies on the Drift table shows that people get frustrated in the first
few days using the table, but then they learn to accept and like it for what it is. The Drift table
offers a new perspective on how technology might fit into our everyday lives.

Message table
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The Message table by Bonkowski and Gordon [8] displays
voice messages in little boxes popping up on its surface. User
can listen to a voice message by opening a box, or delete a
message by pushing the box into the table. The interface is
novel, and simple. The box metaphor provided a good
Figure 2.24. Message table

affordance, although the table surface will be compromised

with more messages. A disadvantage is that the layout of the boxes does not indicate a clear
chronological order, and the boxes are indistinguishable, making it hard to tell one message
from the other.

reactive table
The reactive table by Barragan [4] allows users to display
different patterns on an LCD screen on its surface by
manipulating a cube. The display patterns are simple yet
elegant, and the clear cube is sensual. The table serves as a
hand-toy, something that people can play with while doing
other things. The piece would be more interesting with a

Figure 2.25. reactive table

large library of patterns or if the patterns are more interactive.

PingPongPlus
The PingPongPlus table by Ishii et al [26] uses an object
tracking system to track the movement of a ping pong ball and
augmented virtual reality to create new experiences for players.
The table has different modes, in which the virtual environment
Figure 2.26. PingPongPlus

reacted differently when the ball bounces against the table. It is
definitely a novel experience, and the visual effect is stunning.

On the other hand, the visual effect might distract the players from the game.

Entertaible
Philips researchers developed Entertaible [50], which
combines electronic gaming and traditional board games.
Entertaible allows users to play board games with features of
electronic games such as a dynamic playing field and
different levels, while still preserving the social interaction
Figure 2.27. Entertaible
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and tangible playing pieces, such as pawns and dies of traditional board game.

Tangible Viewpoints
Tangible Viewpoint [36] is a multimedia story telling system that aims to enhance story-telling
experiences not only with visual and audio content but also by using a physical interface and
augmented surface, which support a stronger psycho/physical relationship to the story world.
The physical interface includes a board-game scale and
pawns the size of a chess piece or a small doll. The visual
story contents is projected on the board surface and displayed
on a screen next to the board. A story unfolds at different
levels of detail based on the users’ interaction. In addition, a
Figure 2.28. Tangible

group of users can collaborate to unfold a multiple viewpoint

interactive story. A disadvantage of the system is that the vertical display limits the use of the
horizontal display to only 3 sides. Also, the current design of the system does not scale very
well, which is very important for a story telling interface.

Music tables
Traditional DJ tables also evolve into more sophisticated
music composition platform such as Jam-O-Drum [6] and
reacTable [48].While creating music games is really hard, it
can contribute to a very successful interface. Sound provides
immediate feedback for interactions or reinforces visual
feedback. It can be very appealing to the senses and thus

Figure 2.29. reacTable

further engage the audience. It can also influence the mood of users and create emotions that are
favorable for the game. Most of the music tables are designed for collaboration among players,
although collaborative music making is a skill that is not easy to pick up.

The Philips Café table
In the Living memory project by Philips research [49], a café
table is transformed into a social medium. The table is a
shared reservoir of community memories, which allow users
to browse through or create new contents at their leisure. In
Figure 2.30. Philips’ café table

addition, a user can contribute to the reservoir by uploading

information into the community database on the table through a token, or download the
memories to their own token if they choose to. The table allows people to contribute the memory
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of the community in a semi-public space and enables people who share the space at different
times to communicate indirectly. Embedded on the table surface is a touch screen, which allows
only one input. The table suffers from the same problem with many horizontal displays: the
images and texts’ orientation are fixed, making it difficult to share information with everyone
around the table.

Habitat
Habitat project [46] is an ambient display that creates an
awareness of life rhythm across a distance by detecting objects
on the table in one location and projecting it on the table in
another location. While the idea is interesting, the presentation
of the remote cue can be more subtle.
Figure 2.31. Habitat remote table

2.3. Related Ideas
Body Movies
Body Movies [92] transforms a public space of 400 to 1,800
square meters by using interactive projections. Thousands of
photo portraits taken on the streets of the cities where the
project is exhibited are shown using robotically controlled
projectors. However, the portraits only appear inside the
Figure 2.32. Body Movies

projected shadows of local passers-by. A custom-made

computer vision tracking system triggers new portraits as old ones are revealed. In 2001, Body
Movies was installed at the Schouwburg Plein in Rotterdam. The images were projected on the
side wall of the Pathé Movie Theatre. During the exhibition, hundreds of people engage in
playful interaction not only with the installation but also with one another’s shadows. Body
Movies showed us that given a space with people, and a medium to interact playfully with other
people, they would do it.

floating.number
floating.number by Art+Com [3] is a sculpture that allows
users to explore the meaning of numbers in the river of
numbers on the table. This piece is a great example of a nontraditional interface that is perfect for a non-traditional
platform such as an interactive table. The fluid motions of
Figure 2.33. floating.number
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the numbers make static data dynamic and playful. The visualization is stunning. The size of the
table allows a large group of people to browse information at the same time, with the river of
numbers connecting them, creating a sense of community. On the other hand, the size of the
table requires people to stand and reach to interact with the river in the middle of the table, and
thus is not supportive of long term interaction. Also, the sculpture was not created with social
catalysts in mind. There is no mechanism in the sculpture to encourage interaction among
viewers.

Composition on the Table
One of the first game applications on interactive table was
an art piece done by Toshio Iwai, the Composition on the
table [28]. Players can change direction of the musical
creatures by pressing the dial on the table to move the
arrows, thus creating different musical compositions. The
Figure 2.34. Composition on the Table

concept of the game is quite simple, yet there are so many

compositions that players can explore. The interface is sensual and intuitive; anyone can figure
out how to play within a few minutes. Although the project was probably not designed with
social interaction in mind, the fact that many people can observe the game and interact with it at
the same time makes it an excellent social object. Composition on the table later evolved into a
series of wonderful musical games called Electroplankton on the Nintendo DS [76]. Similar to
our project, Composition on the table explores interactions that are novel and unique to
interactive tabletops. On the other hand, our project aimed to support and encourage social
interaction, while utilizing multi-touch inputs built into the table surface.

Tableportation
In the Tableportation project [43], café tables with inlaid
LEDs that react to pressure are combined with a camera
surveillance system, which captures and projects the top
down view of images and users on each table on a large
public display, creating a public graffiti.
Tableportation transforms a café into a public stage, where

Figure 2.35. Tableportation

people express themselves as well as interact with people at
the other tables through the system. Although one would think users would be concerned about
their privacy due to the camera surveillance system, user studies showed that this was not the
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case. When the system is installed in the “This is Today” exhibition at the Triennale in Milan, it
was received enthusiastically by thousands of viewers, although the table didn’t work and the
setting of the museum is far from close to the intended setting of the café. People felt
comfortable to interact with each other through the public display, and invent unexpected
interactions, such as moving closer to the camera to distort their body image or moving the
camera to create a bird eye view of people around the table.

"Fancy a Schmink?"
“Fancy a Schmink?” [89] pursues a different, yet very
interesting approach to social games in a semi public
setting. “Fancy a Schmink?” is a net worked musical game
on PDA, with one or multi-player mode. The PDA and
head phone allow people on different tables to play with
one another, with the option of hiding their identity if they
choose to. The PDA provides a sign for people to identify

Figure 2.36. Fancy a Schmink?

other players, and an excuse of conversation. In addition, while this is not a collaborative game,
people have the incentive to help one another in multiplayer mode because the group cannot
advance level until everyone completes the level. A public display show a portion of the social
network centered on one of the registered Schminky users at a time, encouraging people to
expand their social network.
“Fancy a Schmink?” was installed in a local bar for field trial. One major issue found was that
the headphones prevented people from carrying out face-to-face communication with people
who are not playing. Also, many users reported that the noise in the environment interfered with
the game. However, the study shows significant increases in the communication between
strangers in the space after the piece is installed.

The Tonetable
The Tonetable [10] presents a stunning graphical and audio
environment that encourages people to interact and explore
the environment. In addition, the Tonetable encourages
users to coordinate to achieve added values that are not so
easily obtainable by individuals. The Tonetable allows up to
four players, using trackballs as the only input device. The
movement of the trackballs creates “wave fronts” in the
Figure 3.37. Tonetable
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fluid graphical environment and corresponding audio feedback.
The motivations of this project are very similar to our project. However, while Tonetable uses
fixed input device on the four sides of the table and thus confined players, we hope to utilize
proximity among our users when they move their arms around on the table surface to increase
users’ awareness of others’ action and to support collaboration among them.

Jam-O-Drum
Jam-O-Drum is a multi-user interactive music system [6].
The system emulates a set of acoustic percussion
instruments connected to a round table, with graphical
visualization projected on the table. The common interest
between our project and Jam-O-Drum is to create a
collaborative experience among user on an interactive

Figure 2.38. Jam-O-Drum

system. However, while Jam-O-Drum requires skills that
are difficult to learn in a short time-frame, Capture the Comets calls for basic motor-skills that
can be easily picked up.

Circle Maze
Circle-Maze, a related project to Jam-O-Drum, [5] is a
multi-user interactive musical game that encourages team
building and collaboration. The maze consists of four
rings, and each ring is controlled by turning a wooden disc
attached to the side of the Jam-O-Drum. The goal of the
Figure 2.39. Circle Maze on Jam-O-Drum

game is for four users to collaboratively create a path for
each of the game pieces to the center of the maze. The

timing and rhyme in this piece makes the game much more exciting. Circle-Maze is different
from our project because it does not utilize physical interaction with the table surface.

TARBoard
TARBoard [31] is a tangible augmented reality system
designed for table-top game environment. The objective of
TARBoard system is to let users fashion the board or card
game in a more interactive and intuitive way. Different
from our project, the games features on the prototype
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Figure 2.40. TARBoard

TARBoard system are traditional card battle game in which users’ experience are enhanced with
virtual objects projected on the table.

False Prophet
Mandryk et al [90] have developed a computer augmented
tabletop game called False Prophets, a multi-player role play
game. Different from our approach, this tabletop game system
aims to combine the strengths of traditional tabletop gaming,
such as physical figurines, and computing devices, including
Figure 2.41. False Prophet

mobile computers. Players are divided into two teams, and are

initially unaware of their team members. By exploring the board, which is dynamically revealed,
looking for clues and observing other players, players must find out who are their team
members.

Fisherman’s café
Fisherman’s café by Murata et al [40] creates a virtual
reality on table surfaces. When users place cups on the table,
waves are created around the cup. The shadow of a small
fish appears and interacts with the cups and movement of
people around the table. These virtual events on the water
surface are intended to symbolize the exchange that forms

Figure 2.42. Fisherman’s café

part of the communication process. These virtual events on
the water surface are intended to symbolize the exchange that
forms part of the communication process. This makes it an
instrument that can be used for artistic interpretation of social
processes. While the interaction with the virtual creatures on
Fisherman’s café is more ephemeral and spontaneous,
Capture the Comets is a structured game, with different
levels of difficulties and rewards.

Figure 2.43. Cup and fish shadow
in the Fisherman’s café.

Titan AE
Titan AE [15], a wonderful animated science fiction movie, was our first source of inspiration
for the idea of possible interactions on a table surface. In one of the scenes, the main character,
Cale, tries to break out of a prison cell made of an energy field by creating two points of contact
on this field. When the two points of contact are close enough, they interact with each other and
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create an opening. This scene gave us two ideas: the first
idea was proximity induced interactions, literally and
metaphorically, and the second idea was the concept of
opening a portal to a different world by drawing on the
table.
Figure 2.44. Cale touching the energy
field - Titan AE

2.4. Related Technologies

There are many different interactive table implementations, with three main types of inputs:
fingers and hand-gestures [14], embedded physical objects [47], and mechanical inputs such as
dials, trackballs, and joysticks ([10], [28]). In this project, we want to use finger touches as
input, because they are intuitive, readily available to almost everyone in a public space, and they
create the physical constraints that are required to induce proximity in our design.
There are also several different approaches for touch detection on an interactive surface, falling
into two main categories: vision, and embedded sensing electronics.

Vision-based Algorithm for Touch Detection
Finger tracking using vision is the most popular method.
Reliable and robust finger tracking can be done using two
cameras (TouchLight [60, 61], Visual Touchpad, The 4D
Touchpad)
In PlayAnywhere, Wilson implemented a finger tracking
Figure 2.45. PlayAnywhere

algorithm using one infrared camera and shadow analysis

[70]. The system is compact and can be used for any table surface, but the tradeoff is lower
performance in comparison with a tailor-made system.
Han reintroduced a low-cost touch sensing technique using frustrated total internal reflection
(FTIR) of LED light in certain materials, such as acrylic
and white glass [22]. Finger touches are detected using a
camera and by analysis of internal reflection images of the
rear side of the interaction surface. On the downside, the
system performance is highly dependent on the optical
quality of the object being tracked, although it can be
stabilized by a compliant surface overlay.
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Figure 2.46. FTIR

In Digital Desk, Wellner used an overhead camera to track one finger and a microphone to
detect tapping [68]. Although, this approach cannot be used to detect finger dragging, it worked
perfectly for applications such as Calculatfor.
Berard and Letessier also implemented a visual tracking algorithm of fingers using a camera
[32]. This algorithm detects finger points in four image processing steps: foreground extraction,
automatic thresholding, shape filtering, and association, and detect touch using spatiotemporal
filtering. Despite these advanced techniques, the system mostly met the performance
requirement of HCI.
All of the vision algorithms suffered some common limitations such as high computational cost,
space cost for camera mounting, and especially dependency on lightning condition, which can
be a big problem in a public setting.

Embedded sensing electronics
DiamondTouch is a multi-input capacitance based system
developed by the Mitsubishi Electronic Research Lab [6].
DiamondTouch can detect three different modes of touch:
down, during, and release. Each user sits on a pad which is
connected to the table, allowing the system to distinguish
among different users. DiamondTouch calculates the
Figure 2.47. DiamondTouch

bounding box of the touch area of each user. The bounding

box is the minimum rectangle that circumvents all the touch points of each user. Thus, we can
detect the exact location of a point of contact if a user uses one point of input at a time.
In comparison with the vision tracking algorithms, embedded sensing technology is faster,
carries a lower computational cost, and is more robust because it does not suffer from lightning
conditions. Since it requires front or top projection, the quality of the projected image is still
dependent on the lightning conditions of the displayed environment.
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CHAPTER 3

TABLETOP GAMES WITH TOUCH
INPUT

3.1. Description of the Final Design
Capture the Comets is a system designed for
a public lounge. It consists of an interactive
table, modeled after a low coffee table,
connected to four sitting pads on four lounge
chairs around the table, above which a
projector is mounted. The projector is
mounted to a mounting system that hangs
from

Figure 3.1. Illustration of Capture the comets on the
DiamondTouch.

the

ceiling,

which

allows

for

multidirectional adjustments.
The camera projects a constantly changing

imagery of animated, autonomous creatures that move around in a space enamored with colorful
discs, occasionally causing semi-transparent colorful ripples and wind-chime like sounds.
Capture the Comets not only allow for but also stimulates, encourages, and even provokes social
interplay between people. At the same time people can simply ignore it because of its
undemanding character.
Capture the Comets encourages interaction among users by setting a goal that requires a
collaborative effort from all users to achieve. The game appears similar to arcade games,
because it is visually appealing and easy to learn. It simple yet elegant design aims to attract any
passerby that has a few minutes to spare.
Once a user touches the table surface, she figures out that she can interact with the comet
indirectly by touching the colorful disc, creating a beam from the center of the disc. When she
creates a beam connecting two discs, it is retained for a few seconds after she takes her finger off
the disc. She can capture the creature by creating a polygon on her own, but it becomes almost
impossible when there are more than one comets. This is an opportunity for spectators to join the
game. Together, they discuss strategies and collaborate to win the game at each level, and are
rewarded accordingly.
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3.2. Summary of the Iteration process
We used the approaches recommended by Blaine et al [3]: continual iteration, casual user
testing, and quick responses to user feedback throughout the design and development process.
Thanks to these approaches, we have found many usability problems in an early phase of the
design process.
In this section, we aim to provide an overview of our design path. We condensed the description
of our design process by defining three main iteration phases which each contain a summary of
the main points.
A detailed description supported with images about our thesis development can be found in the
following chapters.

3.2.1 General description of underlying concept
Capture the Comets encourages and supports social interplay between people who are sharing a
table in a public lounge by engaging them in collaborative gaming.
A projector is mounted above the table and the projected images of autonomous agents are
displayed on the table surface. People can interact with the virtual agents by touching the table
surface and the tabletop becomes a public playground. People can gather around the table to
play games, communicate, and collaboratively change the visual appearance of the dynamic
image on the table.
A previously uninteresting table surface is transformed into a public playground where everyone
can participate, either as player or spectator. The game provides people with incentives to play
collaboratively, because it sets a challenge that cannot be achieved by an individual alone. It also
gives people the incentives to observe others as a sympathetic audience, to gather, and to
socialize. Thereby Capture the Comets functions as a social catalyst.
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3.2.2 Iteration phase 0: paper prototypes

Figure 3.4. Magic Touch –
growing vine

Figure 3.2. Capture the comets

Figure 3.3. Magic Touch – growing
vine

Brief design description
An interactive surface allows people to play games together. By interacting with virtual spheres
and by creating beams, people can collaboratively create a polygon to capture comets. Once the
comets are captured, the polygons turn into a portal to a different space as a reward.
Design process summary
- 3 paper prototypes and story boards
Evaluation
+ plus
- overall concept very satisfying and interesting
- collaborative play is intriguing
– minus
- portal to a different space
- incentives and rewards
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3.2.3 Iteration phase 1: prototype with mouse input

Figure 3.6. Final look

Figure 3.5. Early prototype

Figure 3.7. Reward at high level

Figure 3.8. Comets forming a smiley

Figure 3.9. Reward at low level

sign

Brief design description
The design is for an interactive game with a single mouse input. A user can create a beam by
clicking on a disc. Once the comet is captured in a polygon of beams, a reward is presented,
becoming more interesting at each higher level. At each new level, one more comet is
introduced, making it harder to capture all of them. In addition, wind-chime sounds are used as
feedback.
Design process summary
- a hi-fi prototype on a computer with one mouse input
Evaluation
+ plus
- incentives and rewards are intriguing
- the sound makes the game much livelier
– minus
- collaborative play can not be simulated
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3.2.4 Iteration phase 2: hi-fi prototype with multi-touch input

Figure 3.11. Users interact with
Capture the Comets

Figure 3.12. Users interact with
Capture the Comets

Figure 3.10. Capture the Comets on the
DiamondTouch

Brief design description
The game works on an interactive table system, consisting of the DiamondTouch tabletop, four
sitting pads as the main input devices, and a projector mounted to the ceiling. Up to four people
can interact with the game at the same time, although each person can only use one touch point
at a time. The beams are automatically snapped to only eight possible directions. A strengthened
beam slowly fades away over a period of 10 seconds.
Design process summary
- a prototype on an interactive tabletop, the DiamondTouch with four touch-inputs
Evaluation
+ plus
- easier to create and maintain a light beam
– minus
- occlusion
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3.3. Concept development, rationale and context
Everything started with the special topic course titled “Social Spaces” held by Karrie Karahalios
in fall 2005. The course was introduced as follows: “Most spaces we inhabit are predominantly
static. Objects within them may be movable, however, most often, they do not much alter the
space. This class focuses on the study of the relationships between people, the Social Spaces
they inhabit, and the objects they manipulate…”
During the first eight weeks, we, the 10 students enrolled in this course, gave bi-weekly
presentations of a design for a given topic. We were encouraged to explore a wide range of
interesting ideas, regardless of technical challenges. The midterm project was to deliver a
prototype of one of the designs in any chosen format and to present a complete usage scenario.
We decided to use paper prototypes and story boards to present the concepts of this project. The
paper prototypes contained movable characters and effects which allowed us to perform a
cognitive walk-through with focus groups and to get feedback.

3.3.1. Design concept - Magic Touches
Magic Touches is a game where people perform playful
interactions based on proximity of touch points on an
interactive table. Magic Touches is inspired by the
animated science fiction movie Titan A.E. [4], in
particular by a scene where the main character
accidentally creates electric effects when he touches an
energy-based prison wall. He then uses the effects to open
the prison wall and to escape. We use the same metaphor
to turn the table surface into a special field similar to the
Figure 3.13. Paper prototype – Magic

energy-based wall.

touch with electric effect.

In idle mode, the table displays a dynamic pattern
indicative of water rippling. This idle action is designed to draw the attention of people nearby.
When a user touches the table surface, a special effect, such as an electric sparkle or a growing
vine (Figure 2), occurs at the point of contact. When two different points of contact are within a
certain range, they interact with each other to form a connection. With three or more interacting
points of contact, the users can create a “magical” polygon. The range of interaction is such that
the polygon can only be created by at least two users. The users can manipulate the polygon by
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dragging the contact points. Within the polygon, a portal to a different “world” will open, such
as a live video connection to a different space.
Multiple polygons can be created simultaneously and polygons merge into one larger polygon if
they are close enough. If the area of the polygon covers a certain portion of the table surface
area, the entire table changes to display to a different design.
Magic Touches received a wide variety of positive responses
from users. Users stated the effects intrigued them and
encouraged them to explore the space. However, the
satisfaction level of the rewards could not be easily observed
once a polygon was created. We believe this to be one of the
limitations in the paper prototype and are now implementing
more interactive rewards.
A comment we also heard repeatedly from different focus
groups was that competition is a key factor to get people
excited and stay at the table. Initially, we didn’t want to
create

competitive

games

because

we

thought

that

Figure 3.14. Paper prototype – Magic
touch with growing vine.

competition could have negative effects on interaction. After
researching existing games, we realized that competition did not necessarily set people apart as
we initially assumed. For example, while playing Quake [6], a highly competitive online game,
people extensively use instant messaging to communicate and organize their teams, to discuss
strategy, or just to chat.
Thus, we decided to modify this design into a more competitive game and perform studies to
determine the effect of competition on social conversation.

3.3.2. Design concept – Followers
Followers is a competitive collaborative game spawned from Magic Touch. It begins like the
Magic Touch: the table displays some dynamic pattern, such as colorful water ripples. When a
user touches the table, a special effect is created at the point of contact. To start a game, the
users need to create at least one polygon.
Once a polygon, or what we call a nest, is created, a creature will spawn from the nest, with an
initial strength based on the number of vertexes. The time to create subsequent creatures will
increase exponentially. The nest needs to be maintained, i.e. players need to keep their fingers at
the polygon at all time during the game.
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The users have to feed their creatures. A piece of food can be created by touching the table
quickly. Food is obtained in first come first serve order and users can create different types of
food. Also, there are special food-items randomly created by the game.
A creature will swim to the closest food. If there is no food on the table, its movement is
random, and it stays fairly close to its nest. Thus, food can be used to guide creatures. Without
food, the creatures will weaken and eventually die. The strength of a creature is demonstrated in
speed, size and appearance.
When two creatures from a different nest “meet”, the stronger creature will “turn” the weaker
creature into its follower, becoming a member of its nest. If a follower meets a creature from a
different nest, the strength of its leader will be compared instead. If two creatures are equivalent
in strength, a neutral fish will be created and the users can try to assimilate it.
The goal of the game is to get as many members of the nest as possible. If a nest captures all the
creatures of another nest, the two nests will merge. The number of creatures and their strength
will contribute to the score of each nest, and a list of top 10 players will be kept, either on a
website or on the table itself.
After cognitive walkthrough with a focus group, we got some important feedback about this
game. One comment is that the game is not very different from a virtual fish tank. Another
problem is that since the game is very open ended, we cannot prevent people from sitting at the
table all day and dominate the game. Also, there is no incentive for users to collaborate after the
creation of the nest.

3.3.3. Final design concept – Capture the Comets
Capture the Comets encourages interaction among users by
setting a goal that requires collaborative efforts from all the
users to achieve. It is similar to arcade games, in the sense
that it is visually appealing and easy to learn. Its simple, yet
elegant design aims to attract any passerby that has a few
minutes to spare. As the game proceeds, players will
discover that collaboration with each other is beneficial, and

Figure 3.15. Paper prototype – Glass
field

even required to capture comets at higher levels of the game.
In the initial setting, a field of glass spheres is arranged in a symmetric pattern (figure 3.15).
People interact with all the glass spheres. A glass sphere glows when touched. Users create a
light beam by brushing on a glass sphere, and they can direct the light-beam by indicating the
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desired direction. A light-beam can only stop the comets if
it connects two spheres. The user has to keep contact with
the sphere to maintain a light-beam.
The main characters of the game are comets, flying across
the glass sphere field projected on the table surface. The
Figure 3.16. Paper prototype – a comet

purpose of the game is to capture the comets in a polygon

is captured

of special light-beams. The spheres are arranged such that
it is not possible for one single person to touch more than two spheres simultaneously.
Therefore, people have to cooperate to catch the comets. Once captured, a visual reward in the
form of a portal to a different space, such as a live video.

3.4. Design & Implementation
3.4.1. Early hi-fi prototype
While a paper prototype is a great approach to get early
feedback, it can not simulate the real-time interactive
system very well. So, in the next step, we created
prototypes on the computer with simulation of touch input.
The prototype runs on a monitor display with mouse
inputs. The prototype is developed using Processing [10],

Figure 3.17. Capture the comets in idle
mode.

an open source programming language and developing
environment specializing in images, animations, and sounds.
To simulate multiple touch points on the table surface, we
designed a finger object, which is created when a user
clicks on one of the discs. The user can click on different
parts of the disc to move the “finger,” or drag it out of the
Figure 3.18. Comet – version 1

disc to remove it.

3.4.2. Graphics and animation
Initially, we planned to use 3D graphics. However, we
soon discovered that the 3D graphics introduces
unnecessary complications to the implementation of the
game, while the game only requires a 2D interaction.
Figure 3.19. Comet - final version
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Thus, we went with 2D graphics.
We decided to create a main character that moves in a
more organic way, rather than the gravitation driven
Figure 3.20. Strengthen beam version 1

movement of a shooting star. The character, however,
should still be abstract. The character initially looked like
small balls with a tail. We then added a halo around the
body, creating a fluffy look for the creature. Each creature

Figure 3.21. Normal beam version 1

has a random hue, which changes when colliding with a
sphere.
Making the movement of the creature look natural yet
somewhat predictable is not easy. Our attempts to
randomize the direction and the step of the creature

Figure 3.22. Normal beam final version

resulted in rigid and unpredictable movement, with sharp
turns and jerks. After that, we tried an algorithm created
by the authors of floating.number [4], in which the
creature is attracted to a random target, with a small

Figure 3.23. Strengthen beam final
version

wandering factor to create curvature movement. The
creature only changes direction completely when it

reaches the given target. This algorithm resulted in quite natural and elegant movements, which
still are somewhat predictable.
The glass spheres in the original design became colorful discs, consisting of 4 concentric color
plates of increasing size. The discs are arranged in a symmetric pattern. They act as obstacles for
the creatures, making the creature bounce and change direction. They also react to the creatures
by changing colors and emitting ripples. The semitransparent ripples help to create a more fluid feeling of the
environment.
The discs provide the only mechanism for users to interact
with the comets. When a user touches a disc, it emits a
beam directed from the center of the disc to the direction of
the finger. A beam only has a certain range, so it can only
reach the nearest neighboring discs. When the beam
reaches another disc, that disc changes color and the beam
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Figure 3.24. Strengthened beams &
normal beam

is “strengthened”, forming a connection between the two
discs. A user has to keep contact with the disc to maintain
a beam (figure 3.25). Since in the prototype, only one disc
can be clicked on at one time, the finger object functions as
the point of contact and a “strengthened” beam will remain
in place as long the finger is not removed.
We tried several different designs of the light beam: a
single line, a set of three parallel lines, lines consisting of

Figure 3.25. Three comets captured

circles, and lines consisting of square. We finally settled on
lines consisting of squares for the normal beam, and a set
of three parallel lines for the strengthened beams, with a
colored dot traversing from the origin disc to the target disc
(figure 3.25).
Users constrain the comets by creating beams (figure 3.25).
The comets bounce against any beam, but a beam that is
not “strengthened” will be destroyed in the process. Only a

Figure 3.26. Comets forming a smiley

strengthened beam can stop the comets without being
destroyed itself. The act of bouncing against the beams further changes the color of the comet.
However, contact with a strengthened beam aggravates the comets: they gain speed and become
more difficult to catch.
The users capture all the comets by luring all of them into a polygon of strengthened beams
(figure 3.25). Since the discs are arranged such that a person will be able touch a maximum of
two discs at a time, it’s almost impossible for a person to fulfill the goal alone. In other words,
users have to cooperate to succeed.

3.4.3. Incentives and Rewards
As mentioned earlier, a great challenge in designing
games is maintaining the proper level of interest and
difficulty in the game while providing increasingly
compelling rewards as incentives to continue.
In this prototype, we tried two different types of rewards.
In the first type of reward, a school of comets is released
Figure 3.27. Reward at low level
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and form a sign, such as smiley face, star, etc, depending on
the level of difficulty (figure 3.26).
Another example of a reward is a picture drawn in a
pointillist style, where the size of the points used to display
the painting is dependent on the level of difficulty (figure
3.27, 3.28). In other words, the picture is harder to recognize
at low levels, becoming clearer as the user advance to higher
levels. After the reward is displayed, the game continues
Figure 3.28. Reward at high level

with more comets, increasing the level of difficulty.

3.4.4. From mouse input to multi-touch inputs
While the prototype is a good simulation for game flow,
the main disadvantage is that real-time multi-user
interactions cannot be simulated. In the next iteration, we
port the prototype to an interactive tabletop, the
DiamondTouch.
In order to save time and effort and to be able to focus
more on the design of the games and the interactions we

Figure 3.29. Users interact with
Capture the Comets.

choose to use the DiamondTouch for the interactive table
top.
The DiamondTouch package includes a SDK in Java, which integrates seamlessly with our
existing prototype developed in Processing. Also, the package includes calibration tools that
calibrate the tabletop to match the projected screen. Coordinates of touch inputs are
automatically transformed to screen coordinates.
There are four sitting pads connected to the table top. When a user sit on the pad and touch the
table, a complete circuit is formed and the Diamond Touch system can recognize which user is
touching the table.

3.4.5. Table design
As illustrated in figure 3.30, the interactive table will be
modeled after a coffee table, with a camera mounted to the
ceiling. The DiamondTouch is connected to a computer
through an USB cable. Four sitting pads, which are
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Figure 3.30. Model of the table

connected to the tabletop, are situated on four lounge chairs around the table. These pads help
the DiamondTouch system identify and distinguish among the users.

3.4.6. Projector
A high quality projector is mounted on a pipe fixed to the ceiling to provide support and
stability, since we don’t want the image to slide once calibrated. The height and position of the
projector is adjustable.

3.4.7. System usability
The System Guidelines for Co-located, Collaborative Work
on a Tabletop Display [25] recommends that table top
technology must: (1) support interpersonal interaction, (2)
support fluid transitions between activities, (3) support
transitions between personal and group work, (4) support
transitions between tabletop collaboration and external work,
(5) support the use of physical objects, (6) provide shared
access to physical and digital objects, (7) consider the
appropriate

arrangements of users,

and

(8) support

simultaneous user actions. While it is obvious that certain
guidelines are not applicable for our games, such as
guidelines (2), (3), (4), and (5), we wanted to make sure that

Figure 3.31. Capture the Comets
on the DiamondTouch

guideline (1), (6), (7) and (8) are followed.
As mentioned in the guidelines, a top-projection system like the DiamondTouch allows for a
more elegant design than bottom-projection systems. Since the camera is mounted directly
above the table, there is no space requirement for bulky equipment under the table, and thus no
constraint on the height of the table. Also, all sides of the table are available for users, combined
with the non-oriented design of the game, allowing for flexible seating arrangement as suggested
by guideline 7.
The height of the coffee table allows users to sit on sofas or lounge chairs while interacting with
the table. This guarantees that all participants are comfortably seated, as required in guideline
(1). The low position of the table gives users a bird-eye view of the interaction and makes it
easier to access the shared virtual objects projected on the table surface. A design issue to be
considered is that users might be less inclined to look at each other’s face when they focus on
the action on the table. Also, the height of the table can create ergonomic problems for users
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since they have to lean forward to interact with the table. Therefore, we have designed the
games such that one does not need to continuously look at the table to play. Moreover, users get
incentives to talk to one another to determine a strategy.
Since users directly interact with the virtual objects by
touching on the projected images, there can be no
ambiguity regarding which actions are performed, when
they are performed, and who is performing them. Also, as
everyone shares the same view of the game, the uses of
certain communicative gestures, such as pointing to
Figure 3.32. Four players collaborate to
create a trap

objects are supported. Body positioning and eye gaze of
group members attending to the same object can be easily

interpreted by other group members, thus interacting with shared objects can also help maintain
the group focus and facilitate awareness within the group [85].
The seating arrangement will also guarantee that all users have good access to the tabletop
where the digital objects are projected, following guideline (6). When people are located at
various positions around the table, the orientation of a shared object can become an issue. Thus,
we design the game such that orientation does not matter.
Occlusion and lighting is an inevitable issue with all top-projected systems, including the
DiamondTouch. However, we observed that some groups of players adapted to these limitations
by coordinating among themselves to minimize occlusion. The game becomes a form of twister
as players try to rearrange themselves while not compromising their catch.
As mentioned in guideline (7), people typically have various “distance zones” at which they
interact comfortably with others. Group members may temporarily be permitted to interact
within a person’s “intimate” space, but interaction at this distance for prolonged periods will
often feel socially awkward. People generally feel
comfortable working at “arm's length” since this preserves
their personal space. Although hand and arm contacts do
occur during the game, our seating arrangement guarantees
that the “arm's length” distance is generally preserved.
Also, as many earlier works suggested, activities that
require coordinated actions may best be supported by close
user positions, because this positioning can enhance
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Figure 3.33. Beams

workspace awareness ([84], [85]). When the group activity is focused on conversation, adults
generally prefer to sit in a face-to-face or corner seating arrangement [85]. The not-too-big size
of the DiamondTouch, the accessibility due to the top-projection, and the non-oriented design of
the game allow users to interact from a variety of positions around the table, thus supporting all
these different types of group activities (guideline 7).
Teamwork is a key factor in our system. Concurrent, multi-user interaction (guideline (8) is
readily supported by the game and the DiamondTouch. Currently, four users can interact with
the table surface at the same time. Also, as mentioned in the guideline, collaborators are more
likely to be aware of another collaborator’s actions when using touch sensitive display likes the
DiamondTouch, since their whole arms are moving in space, than when using a mouse when
only a small cursor moves. This increased awareness definitely worth a small decrease in speed
of interaction in our application.
While the DiamondTouch system does not support interaction with physical objects, it allows
users to interact with objects that are not interpreted by the system (e.g., coffee cups,
notebooks). Since the display is a robust surface, users are encouraged to treat the system
surface as a table, not as a delicate display.

3.4.8. Feedback
In their evaluative definition of meaningful play Salen and
Zimmerman consider discernability, meaning that a player can
perceive immediate outcome of an action, as a key factor:
“Meaningful play is what occurs when the relationships between
actions and outcomes in a game are both discernable and integrated
into the larger context of the game.”

In other words, feedback is crucial to provide meaningful play
experiences.
Visual clues & feedback
Figure 3.34. Visual feed back
when a user touch the dics.

As mentioned in all earlier works of interaction design, visual
clues and feedback can make a critical difference in usability,

especially in interactive games that have a puzzle nature. In Catch the Comets, we present series
of clues and feedback to guide the users to the final goals.
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If a user touches a disc, the user will see a shadow on the touch area, indicating that the touch
has an effect. On the other hand, if the user touches the surface outside of discs, no shadow
appears, indicating that the touch has no effect.
One puzzle in the Capture the Comets is figuring how to
create a polygon. Since each disc can only create one
beam, the users have to coordinate so that all the beams
follow one direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise) in
order to create a polygon. When a beam shoots into a disc,
the disc will change color continuously, indicating that this
disc should be used.
Some users have problems with figuring out which disc is

Figure 3.36. A polygon created with
strengthen beams.

the origin of a beam, especially when the person who created the beam is no longer touching the
disc. Thus, we provide two visual clues for the users. When a user touches a disc, a semitransparent arc is displayed in from the center to the touch area. When the user no longer
touches the table but the beam is still there, the semi-transparent arc will remain (figure 3.34).
The second clue is a dot, gradually going from the origin disc to the target disc on the beam
(figure 3.36). In the final version, we replaced the dot with three dots, forming an arrow to
provide a more visible clue.
Audio feedback
Earlier works such as Jam-O-Drum showed that audio
feedback can greatly enhance the user experience, especially
for aurally-oriented users. On the other hand, audio feedback
can be a problem, especially in a public setting because of
their intrusive nature.
For our audio feedback, we choose a set of soft Japanese
Figure 3.37. New character

wind chime sounds as the response to collisions. Each disc,
when collided or touched, creates a different note of wind-

chime sound. Several users commented that the sounds make the game much livelier, while not
being too intrusive.
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3.5. Informal Users Testing
3.5.1. Early hi-fi prototype
When we demonstrated the high-fidelity prototype in the research group and in class, we
received many positive reactions. Many people described it as ‘cute’ and ‘addictive’. We asked
a researcher, also a first-time user, to try the prototype on
the computer with the game projected on a large screen.
This provoked a lot of comments (and laughter) from the
audience, suggesting ways to capture the comets.
In the earlier prototype of the game, many users said the
game reminded them of “biology lessons”. While this is
not necessary a bad thing, it might make people
uncomfortable and prevent them from interacting with

Figure 3.38. Capture the Comets on the
DiamondTouch

the table in a public space. So we redesigned the
character with a more abstracted body and tail (figure 9).
One user suggested that the game should go back to the first level if there are no interactions
after a certain period of time. This proved important because people can come and go at any
point during the game.
Users also said that they wanted to see some form of competition. As mentioned earlier, we
deliberately designed a non-competitive game. Comparing the effect of competitive versus non
competitive games on the social interaction of users will be a part of our future work.
With regard to the two styles of rewards, some users prefer the schools of comets, because “they
created a fun personality for the comets”. Others liked the pointillist paintings because they
aroused people’s curiosity about the content of the image. In the later version, we combined both
type of rewards.
The rewards, especially the schools of comets, provoked
a wow effect in every presentation we made so far. Many
users commented that the effect is “cool” and visually
appealing. In a presentation, a user said that she really
wanted to continue to the next level once she saw the
reward in the first level.
Figure 3.39. The table and the game in
idle mode
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Several users commented that the game reminds them of twister, and suggested that we install it
on a large public display or on the floor. This is a potential direction for future works, but we
decide to focus on and fully explore the tabletop version for now.

3.5.2. Final hi-fi prototype
In the initial version of Capture the Comets on the DiamondTouch, many users commented on
usability problems. For example, controlling and maintaining the beams on the DiamondTouch
was very frustrating as the beam can shoot in all directions. Because of the nature of the input,
finger touch, it was difficult to aim correctly and especially to hold still long enough in order to
maintain the beam. To solve this problem, we have restricted the number of possible directions
of the beam to eight, enough to connect to the discs around it. This change also makes
maintaining the beam much easier, because as long as the touch is within a certain arc of the
disc, the beam will not change direction.
Also, we observed that while each user can only create one
beam at a time, users still attempted to create multiple
beams, causing the original beam to disappear. To lessen
this constraint, we made the strengthened light-beam stay
for several seconds before fading away. Several users
commented that this change make them feel more
confident. Although this change makes it slightly easier for

Figure 3.40. Occlusion & playful side
effect.

players trap the comets, it still requires cooperation from
all the players at the higher levels of the game.
Occlusion introduced new challenges to the game. If a user has to reach to a disc on the other
side of the table, it is very likely that the shadow of her hand will overlap with some discs or the
creature.

A group of users has been observed to minimize the occlusion by arranging

themselves appropriately. In addition, the occlusion create a playful side effect, as shown on
figure 3.40. A user humorously said he wished his skin can
do the same thing.
In a visit to the lab, five groups of high school students tried
an early version on the DiamondTouch. Although there are
still a lot of usability problems in this version, most of these
students gave very positive feedback about the game. As
Figure 3.41. Visitors interacting with
Capture the Comets

expected, when the groups first interacted with the game,
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each player tried her own methods. After a few minutes, most groups developed a strategy to
collaborate and communicate, with the exception of few individual players who did not
collaborate and got very frustrated. A student gave a quick sketch of the game as the most fun
activity of the weekend conference introducing computer science research to high school
students at UIUC.
During another high school visit, one user commented that
this is a “perfect game for the summer” and she could stay
home all day playing with it. Many visitors asked if we
planned to commercialize this game and most users said
they would interact with such an installation in a public
space.
Also, during these informational user tests, we found

Figure 3.42. Smiley face reward

another major usability problem. Since the tabletop is not
permanently attached to the frame, it is easily moved, making the projected screen slide away
from its calibrated position. This caused positions of input touches to map to the wrong screen
positions, making interaction impossible. This problem can be fixed temporary by placing a
layer of material with more friction between the table top and the frame, and between the frame
and the floor.

3.6. User Study & Analysis
3.6.1. Goal
We conducted a study to gather initial qualitative
observations about how people interact with the table. The
table was installed in a laboratory, where users, organized
in groups, interacted with the table. This setting is very
different from the intended setting of a public sitting area
in the building. However, this controlled environment
allowed us to observe the activities of users closely
without environmental factors, such as the presence of
other people.
Ideally, we want the table to bring people together. So our
next step is to install the table in a public space and

Figure 3.43. User study setting with
top projector
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observe if it does bring people together.

3.6.2. Methodology
We conducted two experiments on a total number of 39 participants. On-campus University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) students and staff were the target audience of this
installation. Candidates were selected on a first-come first-serve basis. Participants must be at
least 18 year old and must allow video taping of their
participation in the experiment in order to participate.
Participants who completed all research session activities
were awarded with $10 gift certificate to a local coffee
shop.
In order to accurately evaluate the application, we
conducted two experiments. In the first experiment, users
were asked to interact with the table for a period of 30
minutes. The experiment was video-recorded for later
analysis. After the session, users were asked to fill out a
Figure 3.45. In an attempt to make the

post-experiment survey.

camera less intrusive, we gave it a base
cover

In this experiment, we observed two groups of users

interact with the application. One group was given no instructions at the beginning of the
experiment, while the other group was given instructions
about the game and the controls of the table. The group
without any instructions, including the name of the game,
could not figure out the goal of the game at all during the
first 15 minutes of the experiment. They were then
informed about the goal of the game, but still were unable
to solve the game. The group with instruction consisted
only

of

two

Figure 3.44. User study setting – table
and chair

participants, but they
were able to figure out a strategy to beat the game. Based
on

these

observations,

we

designed

the

second

experiment.
In the second experiment, we observed ten groups of
Figure 3.46. The table from camera
angle

users. The size of the groups varied from two to four
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users. Three groups of users were given a brief demo of the controls of the game. Seven groups
were given no instructions, except the name of the game. Each of the sessions in the second
experiment was also 30 minutes long and recorded for later analysis. Each participant filled out
a survey at the end of the session.
Based on the video feeds of the second experiment, we measured the total time, the talk time,
time to complete each level, number of times a user laughed, and number of things that made
users express confusion.

3.6.3. Survey results
In questions 1 – 10, users were asked to rank how much they agree on a scale of one to five,
with one being strongly disagree and five being strongly agree. In question 13, users were asked
to rank on a scale of 1 to 10 the level of fun, frustration, and visual appeal of the game. The
table below is a summary of the answers to these questions, and the individual answers can be
found in Appendices B, C and D.
With demo
#
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Questions

AVE

STD

Without demo

Overall

AVE

AVE

STD

Easy to interact
Easy to achieve the goal
Comfortable to ask other participants to help
More comfortable to talk after the game
Engaged throughout the game
Reward intriguing
Join stranger to play game in public
Ask stranger to play game in public
Recommend this game to others
Number of participant know
Frustration level
Fun level

4.27
3.27
3.73
4.36
4.27
3.45
3.82
3.55
4.09
0.27
3.82
7.64

0.65
0.79
0.90
0.67
0.79
1.04
0.87
1.13
0.70
0.47
1.94
0.81

4.23
3.82
4.18
4.00
4.45
3.77
3.41
2.95
4.05
0.18
2.48
7.95

0.61
0.85
0.96
0.98
0.67
1.02
1.26
1.29
1.00
0.39
1.78
1.40

4.22
3.66
4.00
4.16
4.44
3.69
3.53
3.13
4.09
0.22
2.97
7.84

Visual appeal

8.09

1.87

9.07

1.25

8.79

3.6.4. Quantitative results
From the video feeds, we measured the talk time, time to complete each level, the number of
time each user laughed or smiled during the game, and the number of things that make people
expressed confusion (facial expressions, body language, activities on the table, or questions
toward other users).
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The measurement of time users laughed or smiled was not completely accurate. We could not
record most of the smiles except from one or two persons per groups, because the camera could
not capture the faces of all players when they looked down on the table. These observations are
summarized in the table below and can also be found in Appendices E and F.
With Instruction

Number of participants
Male
Female
Total time (mm:ss)
Talk time (mm:ss)
Time to complete level 1
(mm:ss)
Time to complete level 2
(mm:ss)
Time to complete level 3
(mm:ss)
Time to complete level 4
(mm:ss)
Time to complete level 5
(mm:ss)
Time to complete level 6
(mm:ss)
Number of times a user
smiled/laughed
Number of things that made
people express confusion

Without Instruction

3
2
1
17:00
3:11
3:30

4
3
1
0:00
14:20
1:08

4
1
3
17:40
5:22
4:23

3
3
0
15:04
4:03
1:03

2
1
1
16:18
5:35
3:28

2
1
1
14:36
1:35
3:36

4
1
3
19:28
2:10
3:39

4
3
1
16:17
8:47
1:24

1:29

2:45

1:03

2:34

5:27

1:41

2:00

3:38

3:54

13:00

1:03

4:10

0:58

3:13

1:51

1:02

1:36

3:00

1:03

1:11

0:45

3:24

1:10

2:50

3:29

2:00

4:27

1:04

1:47

0:45

1:23

1:28

1:40

1:30

1:03

1:33

1:53

1:57

1:58

1:31

8

40

27

7

13

12

15

9

1

2

1

2

2

1

3

2

3.7. Analysis and Discussion
We’ve received many positive comments about this game. Many people liked the game and the
idea of having something like this in a public space to encourage people to interact with each
other.
“It’ll be cool to have something like this in the lobby. When people have 5 minutes while waiting
for someone else, they can sit down and say ‘Hey, you want to play?’”
“I think many people would socialize and communicate
while playing this, especially because it would be very
difficult to win without help. I am not a big game player or
a ‘people person’ but I do think that others would respond
to it”
“It makes people get friendly sooner”
Figure 3.47. Users engaged in the
game

“The goal of completing the game was greater than any
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‘fear’ of social interaction”
“[Players] have to interact with each other and play as a team in order to beat the game”
“[the game] create bonds between strangers using teamwork to achieve a common goal”
“A quick game, which is interesting looking enough to attract people to try it”
“It provides an activity to entice people to communicate and serve as an ice-breaker.”
“It simple and doesn’t [require] great hand-eye skills. [Users] can easily learn by watching.
[The game] works well with multiple players”
“I feel friendly with the other participant.”
There were a few less enthusiastic responses:
“I felt comfortable but I was in a safe/controlled setting. If I was in public, I would probably not
be as eager to participate, unless I was with friends.”
One user expressed concern that people “will just socialize around the game, not afterward.”
Another user was concerned that without instructions, people would not know that they need
other people’s helps to win.
When we asked users if they would ask other people to play or join other people in such a game,
we received very mixed answers from strongly disagree to strongly agree. One user emphasized
that she would be more comfortable to solicit a stranger to join than joining an existing group.
The graphs below summarize the answers to those questions.
Graph 1: I would join strangers to play such a
game in public
3%

24%

18%

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral

24%
31%

Agree
Strongly Agree
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Graph 2: I would ask strangers to play such a
game with me in public
12%

15%

Strongly Disagree
c
18%

Disagree
Neutral

27%

Agree
28%

Strongly Agree

Graph 3: I would recommend this game to others
0%

6%
36%

18%

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree

40%

Strongly Agree

The data shows that more than half (55%) of the users agreed or strongly agreed that they would
join strangers to play such a game in public, while only 21% expressed any form of
disagreement. 42% of users agreed or strongly agreed that they would asked others to play the
game with them, while 30% expressed any form of disagreement.
More than three quarter of the users asked agree or strongly agree that they would recommend
this game to others, while only 6% disagreed.
As one user commented:
It’s visually appealing so it will draw strangers in to watch.
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During one of the experiments, a group of unexpected spectators, consisting of students and
faculty, gradually gathered outside the glass wall of the laboratory to watch the experiment,
smiling, talking and pointing at the game.

3.7.1. Collaboration & Communication
“The goal of completing
the game was greater
than any ‘fear’ of social
interaction”- V

The game did stimulate communication, although most
communication among users was about the game, the
technicalities of the game, or general opinions (whether they
liked it or not). One user commented:
“To be able to win the game, you have to strategize and think as

a unit/team ... talking about strategy would help people socialize.”
There were some rare short questions and answers about what the users did in daily life. The
lack of non-game-related topics could be attributed to the controlled setting of the lab, especially
the videotaping.
We’ve observed a pattern in communication about the game, both in groups that were given
instruction and groups that were given no instruction, except the name of the game: play –
discuss strategy – play. As one user said, “It’s better to plan first and then play. It’s hard to talk
and watch and try to catch the comet at the same time.” Many groups used the transition times
between levels of the game to discuss strategy, ask questions, or to comment about the game.
On average, the talk time is 30.7% of the total playing time, with a standard deviation of 18.8%.
The talking time varied widely for both groups with instruction (21.1%) and group without
instruction (17.6%). There are two groups that talked more than 50% of the total play time, one
instructed group and one not instructed group. On the other hand, there are two groups that
talked around than 11% of the total play time, both not instructed groups. The rest of the talk
times were fairly close to the average. This showed that while the game did serve as a catalyst
for interaction, communication among group members
depends largely still on the chemistry of the group.
The average talk time is higher in instructed groups than in
not-instructed groups (36.3% versus 27.4%). This is an
unanticipated result, since we would expect the notinstructed groups to exchange more information as they
Figure 3.48. A group discussing

work together to figure out the game.

strategy
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Talk time did not take non-verbal communication into account. During play, most
communication were in the form of short sentences, such as “we’ve lost it!”, “close it!”, “not
fast enough,” and non-verbal, such as utterances (“ah,” “oh,” “aw,” “no,” etc.), hand gestures
(pointing) and body language (reaching across the table). Some people have no problem
reaching across the table, touching a disc that is not in “their corner,” and even touching another
person’s hand. (Although one major factor that discouraged such reaching behavior was
occlusion). On the other hand, some other users mostly interact with discs near to their corners.

3.7.2. Goal
Given the name of the game, all groups (without instruction) figured out the goal of the game
within a few minutes, after they touched the disc and created beams.

3.7.3. Control
Some users in the session with control demo expressed
concern that people would not be able to figure out the
control of the game without any instructions. However, the
survey and observations from the study showed that this is
not true.
Most users in the no-demo sessions leaned toward
Figure 3.50. A group trying to figure
out the game

agreement that the control of the game is easy to figure out.
The average answer (3.91) is close to agreement (4).

Analysis from the video feeds showed that creating a line is the main cause for confusion in the
beginning for many users without instruction. The first thing that many users did was to push the
center of the disc (one user referred to the disc as a button). This method sometimes resulted in a
line, but the direction was completely random and confused the users even more. Another
method that several users used to create a line was dragging their fingers between the centers of
two discs.
Several users tried to use motion from the center of a disc to the edge to create a line. They
succeeded in creating a line using this method, but the directions of the line were sometimes not
as they expected and their reaction time was slower. This method created much confusion and
frustration for one user, who had long nails. When she tried to brush on a disc, her nail touched
outside the disc, so she couldn’t create a line.
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Observation and feedback also showed that in the beginning, most users tried to use both hands
at the same time. This sometimes led to confusion, because two lines would flicker between the
two touch points created by one user.
Most of these problems did not hinder the groups very long. Many users were very observant of
the game and the clues given, and were able to figure the game out by themselves. When one
user figured out a feature that can help the group win, he or she often shared this information
with the group, explaining and showing everyone how to do it. When the knowledgeable users
hadn’t share information, other users took the initiative to ask for help.
Several users in non-instructed groups commented that they particularly liked “figuring out the
game” as a challenge of the game.
I like that it was easy to figure out … but not too easy. As the game got more difficult, I had to
figure out more about the game. I liked that too. There isn’t anything I didn’t like. - T
I liked the challenge of figuring the game out and the teamwork concept – K

Graph 4: Groups with demo vs. Groups without demo
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Questions

Most users agreed that the game is easy to interact with (4.23 on average, where 4 = agree). Data
from the survey shows that there is not much difference between the responses of groups with
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instructions and groups without instructions, regarding the ease of interaction of the
game.However, as shown on graph 4, the groups without instructions rated the game slightly
more fun (7.9 versus 7.2). They were also more slightly more engaged during the game. They
leaned more toward agreement that the goal is easy to achieve (3.8 versus 3.2). They’re more
comfortable to ask other users for help, and their frustration levels were generally lower (2.48
versus 3.82 in a scale of 10).
There were some problems brought up about the control of the game. One problem was the
accuracy of the beam. Two users explicitly suggested that the discs should be enlarged because
they had trouble with navigation.

3.7.4. Installation
There were also problems with the installation. The sitting
pads intimidated a few users. Several users asked what it
was for. One user jokingly said that the researcher would
shock whoever could not play the game. Also, there were
two instances when the connection between one sitting
pad and the table came loose. This caused confusion for
the users, because sometimes they could create a line, and
sometimes they could not.
Shadow and occlusion was also an issue that was brought
up by most groups. The shadows made control and overall
Figure 3.49. Installation with top
projector, the table, and sitting pads on
chair

game play harder, because some discs and comets were
hidden when users reach across the table. Several users
explicitly suggested that we used bottom projection or a

touch display for the game. Although we’ve reduced the light in the room, two users explicitly
commented that the display was dark.

3.7.5. Motivation, reward and difficulty levels
Some users really liked the reward:
I love the music after each successful level is completed. I also like the smiley face because it
encourages me after each level.
The reward system was very good.
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However, according to data from the survey, users did not completely agree that the reward after
each level of the game intrigued them (3.69, with 4 = agree). Many users suggested more
rewarding prizes, such as a highest score list, or more interesting pictures (U of I icons, more
targeted toward an older age group) or, encouraging phrases.
Observation showed that the smiley faces delighted many users, especially those who saw it for
the first time. However, most groups didn’t understand the subsequent picture reward until level
5.
Graph 5: Average time per level
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A user commented that “the experience of beating the game was enough reward.” Observation
and feedback showed that the competition against the comets or the game was a big motivation
for many users. Some users considered the comets as the “enemy” and tried to outsmart and
predict it. Some other people set the goal to beat the game, and they would not stop playing until
they had completed all levels of the game. This is an important factor that we did not consider
carefully when designing the game.
Although we did not ask this question in the survey, observations from the experiment as well as
user feedback revealed that the difficulty did not scale well with levels. Increase in the number
of comets forces some groups to change strategy with time. However, once users figured out the
optimum strategy: creating the bounding rectangle using the eight outer discs, the times to
complete the remaining levels are not that much different.
Many users suggested that we should make the game harder as the levels increased.
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“.. it could [help people to socialize in public spaces] as long as it is the first time for at least a few users.
Otherwise, it’s pretty clear about what the optimal strategies are.”
“Make the game harder. It was relatively easy once I was able to figure out how to use the equipment.”

The average time per level as shown in graph 5 seems to confirm that time for completion
decreased with levels. However, the high standard deviation suggests that the time to complete
each level varied widely across the groups, as shown in graph 6. This is due to the random
movement of the comets. The valleys represented the lucky times when the comets gathered
quickly to the trap. The spikes represented unexpected events that required a group to change
strategy.
Time per level
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All the lines seemed to converge around 100 second at level six, except for group 3. These
completion times are not much higher than (and even lower than some) completion times for
level 1. This result supported the observation above: the games did not pose enough challenge
for users at higher levels.
Many users suggested ways to improve the game, such as different layouts of the discs for
different levels, increasing the comets’ speed, different behaviors for the comets, making the
boxes the players have to catch them smaller, and specifying areas comets need to be caught in.
In the future work section, we will discuss more about improvement for the game.
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3.7.6. Engagement, fun, and laughter
Overall, people rated the game fun (7.8 on a scale of 10, with
“I keep want to play…
Get me away from the
table!”~ J

standard deviation of 1.2). They also agree that the game is
engaging (4.4, where 5 = strongly agree, with a standard deviation
of 0.7). Only one user rated the game not fun. He said that the
game was boring, although he agreed that he was engaged

throughout the game.
As depicted by the graph, the groups without instructions rated the game slightly more fun than
the groups without instruction (7.9 versus 7.2). They’re also more slightly more engaged during
the game. As mentioned before, several users enjoyed figuring out the game as part of the
challenge.
On average, each user laughed 4 times during the game, with the maximum of 10 times and
minimums of 2.3 times, and a standard deviation of 2.75. Like the talk time, the number of
laughs and smiles were highly dependent on the chemistry of the group and the personality of
the participants. Laughter might be an indication of fun, but it can also be an indication of the
group chemistry or a method to release tension.

3.7.7. Visual appeal
Many people commented that they like the overall appearance of the game, especially the colors
and the ripples. Several users said that they like the calm aura, referring to the ripple created
from the disc. Overall, users rated the game 8.8/10 for visual appearance.
There was one male user who commented that “the aesthetic is too soft to attract the types of
people who play these kinds of games.” Our goal when designing the game is appeal to the
general audience, including those that do not play games.

3.7.8. Sound effects and audio feedback
Although not asked in the survey, many people explicitly commented about the sound effects of
the game.
I love the music after each successful level is completed.
... like the noises: playful
I really like the sound
It’s a very calming game! The aura and the sound …
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One user like the tone, but suggested more variation. Only one user really disliked the sound
effects:
I think the sound effects are annoying except when the game is won.

One user (who plays videogames weekly) suggested that the discs should make clicking sounds
as the beams are rotated. Another user suggested the music should be more thrilling:
A good thrilling music (like what Mario bros has). I would recommend “sword dance” from
“Khachaturian.” It’s great for this kind of game.”

Although this is an interesting idea, we think that this type of music is too disruptive in a public
space.

3.8. Conclusion and future work
The results of the experiment indicated that the game was well-received by people. It was fun
and engaging, although it still needs more improvement. The control interface was not intuitive
for many users. The difficulty levels were not challenging enough, especially once users figured
out the “big box” strategy. Finally, most groups did not understand the picture reward until
almost the final level. In addition, the current installation is not ready for public use. The sitting
pads were fragile, and top projected images required highly controlled lighting conditions.
The results of the experiment also showed that the game did serve as an ice-breaker once people
already sat down. It did encourage communication among users, although most communication
was centered on the game. Most groups’ communication followed the pattern play-discuss-play.
In addition, how much a group talked was largely dependent on the chemistry of the group and
personality of participants.
Since the controlled setting of the laboratory is far from the intended setting of a public space,
we do not know if the game can bring people together in real situation. However, results from
the survey showed that a more than 50% of the users were opened to this kind of interaction in a
pubic space with strangers.
To really test the function of the game as a social catalyst, in future work, we will have to install
the game in a public sitting area and observe how people use it.
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CHAPTER 4

TABLETOP GAME WITH VOICE
INPUT
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4.1. Evolution: voice input

Figure 4.1. Early prototype of Kite.

After we implemented Capture the Comets, there was not a direct incentive for verbal
communication while playing. As a next generation game, we came up with the idea for a game
that still requires collaboration but this time using voice inputs. This game is called Kite and we
describe it briefly below.
The goal of Kite is similar to Snake [94]: the players have to control the main characters to
collect items generated by the game. The goal is similar to Snake: the players have to control the
main characters to collect items generated by the game. However, with non-traditional form of
inputs, we create a multi-player collaborative game: Kite.
Kite can be seen as the reciprocal of Capture the comets. In stead of controlling a fixture in the
game to capture the main character, now the players collaboratively control the character by
creating sound on the microphones that they wear to avoid fixtures set out by the game. Each
player only has control in one direction, thus they need to collaborate to steer the character in the
right direction.
Sound input not only acts as a control, it also creates collectible items to encourage
conversation. Also, the control is designed such that only sound that pass certain volume
threshold will have effect on the character. This will prevent noise from the environment and
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side conversation from interfering with the control of the character. We are interested in the kind
of conversation that develops while playing the game.

4.2. Animation & Visualization
4.2.1. Character
The character was designed to be abstract version of flying bugs. The eyes keep the bugs look
organic, while the exaggerated size of the eyes reminds people that they are animation. The
frame-wire-like wings of the bug make it look abstract, while still natural.

Figure 4.2. Designs of the kite at different levels.

4.2.2. Bubble
Sound input is visualized as “bubbles”. The size of each bubble corresponds to the volume of
sound sampled at a point. Each user can create bubbles in a certain range of colors.
The bubbles are not only good visual feedback, it is also visually appealing. They add
movements, color and randomness to the space. The semi transparent …
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4.2.3 Food
We come up with two different visual representations for food items. In
the first design, we choose pictures of fruits, such as strawberry, apple,
Figure 4.3. Fruit picture

kiwi, etc., to represent food items. The pictures are framed with white
border, which become more transparent with time.
The second representation is a star that slowly rotates to attract

Figure 4.4. Foods in
the form of stars

attention. The color of the star is randomized. A star becomes more
transparent with time before finally disappears. The transparency is meant to inform players if a
star is going to disappear soon.
We choose the second design, because the star fits in very well with the design schema.

4.2.4. Wall
We’ve tried three different designs for the wall. We chose design 3 because the crystal shape is
appealing and the transparency fits in well in the overall design.

Figure 4.5. Wall design 1

Figure 4.6. Wall design 2

Figure 4.7. Wall design 3

4.2.5. Conversation Visualization
Originally, a visualization of the contribution of the users
was positioned at the center of the table (figure 4.8). The
amount of sound created by a user is represented by a
rectangle, displayed closer to the player’s side. Each
rectangle may grow or sink depending on the amount of
sound created by the player relative to the total amount.
Figure 4.8. Early conversation
visualization

While this visualization can encourage participation, it can
also create a sense of competition among players. Also there

is other importation information that we want to display at the center of the table.
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4.2.6. Score Visualization
Two important pieces of information that we want to
display at the center of the table are the expected score and
the score earned by players. One option is displaying text.
This can be problematic on a table, because one orientation
of the text will make it hard for some user to reads. One
solution is displaying the text four times, on in each
orientation.
Figure 4.9. Score visualization with

Another option is to display the relative ratio of earned

low score.

scores versus expected score by shape and size. The two
scores are represented by two co-centered rectangles. The
expected score is a non-filled rectangle, while the collected
score is a filled rectangle. The rectangle of collected score
grows and sinks as the collected score increase and
decrease. Both rectangles are transparent, so that they can
blend in the background. This representation is a little
more ambiguous, but it still provides the necessary
information to players in a glance. We decided to go with

Figure 4.10. Score visualization
with high score.

this option.

4.2.7. Time visualization
The time remaining is displayed at the center of the screen
in the form mm:ss:mm. We’re aware that the orientation of
the text might make it harder for some users to read this
number. However, informal user testing showed that the
position of a user has little effect on the readability of this
number.
Figure 4.11. Time visualization

4.2.8. Rewards

Each time the kite collects a bubble or a star, or collides with a wall, the number of points
collected or lost is displayed at the immediate position of the kite and slowly disappears.
When the time is up, a message is displayed at the center of the field, indicating if the user has
won or lost. A visualization of fireworks is displayed.
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In the future, we plan to keep a list of ten highest scores at each level. This list will be displayed
at the end of each level. And if the players qualified in the top ten, they can enter their names.

4.3. Rules
4.3.1. Goal
The goal of the game is to collect a certain number of points within a time limit.
The kite starts out with a small number of points, and it can collect more points by eating either
bubbles or food, which is created by the game.
Bubbles act as bonus to encourage conversation. The users are encouraged to create sound not
only to control the kite, but also to create bubbles, which contribute a small number of points.
To get the number of points assigned, players need to collect food items, because they contribute
a large number of points. This task requires collaboration and coordination among users to guide
the kite in the right direction.
Each food item appears at a random location for only a certain amount of time. The outline of
the food item slowly fades away to indicate the amount of time left. At most two food items can
appear at a given time.
A small number of points are deducted from the kite when time progresses. Players will also
loose points if the kite collides with obstacles. The game will be over when the umber of points
is zero, or time is up.

4.3.2. Control
Users collaboratively control the main character, the kite, by creating sound on the microphones
that they wear.
The sound created by each user on the side of the table act like a gust of wind, pushing the kite
toward the opposite direction. The magnitude of the pushing force is proportional to the volume
of the sound created.
The game is designed such that only sound that pass certain volume threshold will have effect
on the character. This will prevent noise from the environment and side conversation from
interfering with the control of the character.
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4.3.3. Character transformation
The kite “grows” with the number of points collected: its tail becomes longer. When the number
of points goes below a certain threshold, the kite becomes more transparent.
The speed of the kite increases proportional to the number of strength points it collects. The
speed of the kite also increases when there is sound input, and decreases when there is no sound
input. However, the kite never completely stops. This feature is designed to avoid users having
to make noise all the time to keep the kite going.
The character transformed with each new level. With each transformation, not only the
appearance is different, but its initial speed also increases. This is an advantage as well as
disadvantage. With more speed, the kite can get to foods and bubbles faster but it is also harder
to control.

Figure 4.12. Designs of the kite at different levels.

4.3.4. Space and Obstacle
The virtual rectangular space on the table is warped: the opposite sides of the space are
connected together. When the creature leaves the screen on one side, it appears on the opposite
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side, and the direction of movement remains unchanged. This feature makes it easier for
beginning players who haven’t mastered the control of the kite.
However, to make the game more challenging and interesting at higher level, there are walls on
each side of the table. Each time the kite hit the wall, an amount of points equal to a star is
deducted.
At the beginning of each level, the wall on each side of the space was small, cover only one
tenth of the side. The walls grow with time, and once they completely surround the space from
all four sides, they grow inward. Since the time to complete increase with each higher level,
players will have less space to maneuver.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Our hypothesis is that a table in a public space can serve as a social catalyst if it is transformed
into a computer supported collaborative play device. We designed and developed two games for
a tabletop with two different types of inputs: one with touch input, Capture the Comets, and one
with sound input, Kite. We conducted a formal user study in a controlled setting of the lab on
Capture the Comets. Survey results and observations show that the game was fun and engaging
enough, and that it did entice people to communicate, collaborate, and potentially create bonds
with one another. In general, the results from the study show that the game was well received by
the users.
We haven’t shown that these tabletop games can bring strangers together in public spaces and
serve as a social catalyst. However, results from the survey also show that a majority of users
thought that the game can help people to socialize in public, and more than 50% of the users
would engage in such a game with strangers in a public space if they had time to spare. These
results encourage us to continue improving the games and to prepare for future studies, where
we install the table in a public space and observe its use.
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APPENDIX A – SURVEY QUESTIONAIRES
Please rate the following statements from 1 to 5 based on your experience
with the game.
1. It was easy to figure out how to interact with the installation.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

1. It was easy to figure out how to interact with the installation.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

2. It was easy to interact with the installation.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3. It was easy to figure out the goal of the game.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

4. It was easy to achieve the goal of the game.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

5. You feel comfortable to ask other participants for help with the game.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

6. You feel more comfortable to talk to other participants (whom you didn’t know prior to this
experiment) after collaborating with them during the game.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

4

5

Strongly Agree

5

Strongly Agree

7. The interaction engaged you throughout the game.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

8. The rewards of the game intrigue you and keep you playing.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

9. You would join strangers who are playing such a game in a public space.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

10. You would ask a stranger to play such a game with you in a public space.
Strongly Disagree

1

2
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3

4

5

Strongly Agree

11. You would recommend this installation and game to others.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

12. How many participants in this session did you know prior to this study?
1

2

3

13. Please rate your experience with the game (in a scale of 1 – 10).
•

Frustration level (10 = I was extremely frustrated):

•

Fun level (10 = I had a blast) :

•

Visual appeal level (10 = very appealing) :

Comments
How often do you play videogame? How often do you play with other people (not online)?
Do you think this installation can help people to socialize in public spaces? Please explain.
What do you like or not like about this installation?
How can we improve your experience in the game?
Other comments:
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APPENDIX B – SURVEY RESULT
Groups without Instruction

Day/Time
Tue. 3:30

Tue. 5pm

Wed. 10am
Wed. 2pm
Wed. 3pm

Wed. 5pm

Mon. 5pm

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1
5
4
5
4
4
4
4
3
4
5
4
3
3
5
3
5
2
3
4
4
4
4

2
5
4
5
4
4
4
4
5
4
4
5
4
5
5
4
4
3
3
4
4
4
5

3
5
3
5
4
5
5
5
3
5
2
4
5
3
5
3
4
2
5
5
4
5
5

4
3
4
5
4
5
3
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
5
4
3
3
4
4
4
3
5

5
5
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
4
5
4
3
1
3
5
5
4
4
5
5
4
4

6
3
5
4
4
5
4
5
4
3
5
4
2
2
3
3
5
4
5
5
5
4
4

Question number
7 8 9 10 11
3 3 4
4
3
5 4 3
4
4
3 3 5
3
5
4 4 3
2
3
5 5 5
4
5
4 5 5
4
5
5 5 5
5
5
4 3 4
2
4
5 4 4
4
4
4 4 3
4
5
5 3 4
3
4
4 5 1
1
5
5 4 2
1
5
4 4 2
3
4
4 1 2
2
3
5 3 5
3
5
4 2 3
3
2
5 4 2
1
2
5 4 2
1
3
5 4 3
2
4
5 5 3
5
4
5 4 5
4
5

Question
Easy to figure out the control
Easy to interact
Easy to figure out the goal of the game
Easy to achieve the goal
Comfortable to ask other participant to help
More comfortable to talk after the game
Engaged throughout the game
Reward intriguing
Join stranger to play game in public
Ask stranger to play game in public
Recommend this game to others
Number of participant know
Frustration level
Fun level
Visual appeal
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12
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

13
2
3
2
1
3
6
1
3
1
1
1
6
2
1
?
2
7
2
1
3
2
2

8
8
6
6
8
8
10
8
8
8
10
10
8
8
?
9
4
8
8
7
8
9

7
10
10
8
9
9
10
10
10
10
9
10
10
10
?
7
8
10
6
8
10
10

Groups with Instruction
#
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Questions
Monday 11 am Monday 2pmTuesday 2pm
Easy to interact
4 4 4 4
5 4
5
3 5 5 4
4 2 2 4
4 4
3
3 3 3 4
Easy to achieve the goal
4 3 5 5
3 4
4
4 2 4 3
Comfortable to ask other participant to help
5 5 4 5
3 5
5
4 4 4 4
More confortable to talk after the game
5 4 4 4
5 3
3
5 4 5 5
Engaged throughout the game
4 3 3 3
5 3
2
4 5 4 2
Reward intriguing
4 2 4 4
5 4
4
3 5 4 3
Join stranger to play game in public
4 5 2 3
5 4
3
5 2 3 3
Ask stranger to play game in public
4 4 4 4
5 3
3
4 5 4 5
Recommend this game to others
0 0 0 0
1 0
0
1 0 0 1
Number of participant know
6 6 3 4
3 2
2
7 1 5 3
Frustration level
8 7 8 7
9 7
7
7 9 7 8
Fun level
10 10 7 5
9 7
5 10 9 9 8
Visual appeal
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APPENDIX C – ANSWERS FROM OPEN QUESTIONS
Question: How often do you play videogame? How often do you play with other
people (not online)?

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 2:00PM
•

[Videogame:] Once every couple of months. [With other people:] Once every
couple of months.

•

[Videogame:] Probably once or twice a week. [With other people:] I often play
games with other people.

•

Weekly, always with others (Xbox 360, Halo2)

•

[Videogame:] Seldom. [With other people:] Less than once a month

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

[Videogame:] Every day. [With other people:] Once a month

•

Almost never

•

Not often, either way, but I enjoy them

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 5:30PM
•

Very rarely

•

Not much anymore but when I was little almost every day

•

[Videogame:] A couple of times a week, but not recently (for the past 2 months).
[With other people:] On average once every 2-3 months

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 10:00AM
•

I rarely play

•

[Videogame:] Once a week or less. [With other people:] Every time

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 2:00PM
•

Very rarely

•

[Videogame:] Every day. [With other people:] Once a week
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Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

Once a month

•

Very rarely play non-online video games

•

Never

•

[Videogame:] Not very often really [With other people:] Didn’t play

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 5:00PM
•

Never

•

Almost none

•

[Videogame:] As much as I can (which is not often these days!). [With other
people:] Once of twice a month (I used to play all the time when I was younger)

•

[Videogame:] Not very often. [With other people:] I do not use to play with other
people.

Question: Do you think this installation can help people to socialize in public spaces?
Please explain.

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 11:00AM
•

Yes. Participants must cooperate to complete the goal.

•

Yes. A quick game, which is interesting looking enough to attract people to try it.

•

Probably. It forces you to talk.

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

Yes, create bonds between strangers using teamwork to achieve a common goal.

•

Yes, if it was easy to walk up and play, I wouldn’t want to sit down and play it.

•

Yes, it really depends on the personality of the participants. The game could be
really fun as long as no one is too competitive or mean.

•

I think people would try to play, but it might be difficult to understand with
absolutely no instructions.

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 5:00PM
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•

I really don’t think it would make a big difference. I felt comfortable but I was in
a safe/controlled setting. If I was in public, I would probably not be as eager to
participate unless I was with friends

•

I think it would depend on the number. If I saw a group of people already
playing, I would be hesitant to join them. However, if I started playing alone, I
would feel comfortable soliciting a stranger to also play.

•

Yes, because it is a team work.

•

Yes, depending on the atmosphere. A game like this would be more appreciated
in places of science, such as a museum, or for little children, like a zoo, it
wouldn’t be very good at a place such as a baseball stadium.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 2:00PM
•

Yes, because to be able to win the game you have to strategize and think as a
unit/team and talking about the strategy would help people socialize.

•

Yes. I think people would sit down and join games in progress.

•

Perhaps, but there would have to be instructions that say you need the other
people’s help to win.

•

Yes, it provides a connection between people.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

Yes. It’s simple and doesn’t need great hand-eye skills. Can easily learn by
watching. Works well with multiple players.

•

Yes, it provides an activity to entice people to communicate and serve as an icebreaker.

•

Yes, but maybe do something that is harder that needs more cooperation and
thinking. It’s very pretty.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 5:30PM
•

Yes, it could – as long as it is the first time for at least a few of the players.
Otherwise, it’s pretty clear about what the optimal strategies are.

•

Yes, because they have to interact with each other and play as a team in order to
beat the game.
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•

Yes. The goal of completing the game was greater than any “fear” of social
interactions.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 10:00AM
•

Yes!!

•

Maybe but they will just socialize around the game, not afterwards.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 2:00PM
•

Yes, I felt friendly with the other participant.

•

Yes, it’s visually appealing so it will draw strangers in to watch and it’s a type of
game one would need help with so asking a stranger to join is likely.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

Yea, it makes people get friendly sooner.

•

Yes, I think many people would socialize and communicate while playing this,
especially because it would be very difficult to win without help.

•

Yes, I am not a big game player or a “people person” but I do think that others
would respond to it.

•

I think so because people can talk about how to catch the comment or thing, so
needs to be some interaction.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 5:00PM
•

Yes.

•

Yes. Needs communication.

•

Yes. If it had a more rewarding system, like high scores for teams.

•

I don’t know.

Question: What do you like or not like about his installation?

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 11:00AM
•

I like the color, rings, and moving stars
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•

Music tones are nice, as are colors. Game is simple, but quite fun.

•

[No answer]

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

Just a small problem with being able to form lines. If it was a touch screen
instead of a projected image, I think it might be easier to work with.

•

Ease of play, that it is about touching the board.

•

I like the sounds and the calm aura from the colors and lights. I found the
shadows troublesome

•

I thought the game was fun – visually appealing. It encouraged people to talk to
work together.

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 5:00PM
•

I liked the challenge of figuring the game out and the teamwork concept.

•

I like that it was easy to figure out… but not too easy. As the game got more and
more difficult, I had to figure out more about the game. I liked that too. There
isn’t anything I didn’t like.

•

[Like:] Animation, sounds, and color. [Not like:] kinda hard in the beginning to
try to figure out how to win the game.

•

It was somewhat hard to rotate the figure, but once the secret was found to solve
the puzzle, it was rather easy to win, no matter how many comets there were.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 2:00PM
•

[Like:] Colorful. Simple to use. Like the noises, playful. [Not like:] Got
complicated how to form multiple lines & I got confused at different parts of the
game. Not sure when lines would appear and disappear.

•

I think the sound effects are annoying, except when the game is won. There
maybe too much time between levels. For the experience of beating the game,
there is not enough “reward”.

•

If it had complete instructions that’ll be helpful.

•

Yes

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 3:30PM
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•

Maybe add a simple Intro Statement “touch me” or some such to get people
started. Projection casts hand shadows when playing.

•

Visually appealing, nice sounds, fun.

•

I thought it could be harder. I really liked the graphics, it was really pretty.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 5:30PM
•

The visual effects and appeal are quite good. Nothing that I particularly dislike.

•

I love the music after each successful level is completed. I also like the smiley
face because it encourages me after each level.

•

The beginning where you had to figure out how to play. The way the corners act
was frustrating at first, but that is part of the game.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 10:00AM
•

Yes, I would like it, esp. in the Union

•

[Like:] The colors were beautiful [Not like:] sometimes I had problems with
control.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 2:00PM
•

Hard to navigate: Enlarge circles. Shadow of my hand was disturbing.

•

It was difficult to control the direction I wanted the walls to be made. I like the
music and the visual appeal.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

The game can be expanded (bigger screen) and a bit more complicated

•

[Like:] Interface. [Not like:] The way the difficulty scaled after each success;
capturing 4, 5, 6, 7 comets was all roughly equal.

•

I liked the use of bright colors. The reward system was very A+ good.

•

[Like:] Graphics. [Not like:] How it wasn’t any difference between the levels
except it was more harder.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 5:00PM
•

That figuring out the goal of the game is part of the game.

•

Kind of boring; good view.
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•

Reward system!

•

No answer.

Question: How can we improve your experience in the game?

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 11:00AM
•

With more and more starts.

•

Clearly written explanation of rules; i.e. no circle can start 2 lines, etc. Might
help initial play, especially if people are just walking up to it in a public space.

•

The stars’ motion was kind of unpredictable, which made planning hard.

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

Touch screen instead of projected image.

•

More stuff, like different behaviors of the pods/enemies.

•

Maybe light up from the floor instead of overhead, since shadows caused
problems.

•

I liked the standing idea, standing on the pad and playing at the table.

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 5:00PM
•

Make the game harder, it was relatively easy once I was able to figure out how to
use the equipment.

•

Maybe make the types of sounds less repetitive.

•

Vary the musical tones more. The sound is already very pleasant, so I wouldn’t
recommend changing it too much.

•

Give prizes as the level goes up.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 2:00PM
•

More explanation of how the game works and when lines show up or not show up
– not sure now. Why I would have to “hold” the buttons for line to show up,
most of the time it would show up when I really wanted a preview and wait until
the comets were in the position I wanted.
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•

Sound effects and time between levels

•

Make circles bigger and “click” noises as the “bars” rotate to keep the comet in.

•

Maybe turn off the light; sometimes the display seems a little bit dark.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

Maybe add a tone for feedback when touching the screen. Possibly building to a
harmony when multiple persons are touching.

•

Once we developed a strategy, it was pretty easy. If it were more difficult, it
would be more engaging. Making the comets appear from different locations
would make it a little harder.

•

Increase difficulty level, make the boxes the players have to catch them smaller
as well. Also, you could have specific areas comets need to be caught in.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 5:30PM
•

Making the aim of the game clear beforehand: I wasn’t totally sure if you
intended to see how to ‘figure’ the game or ‘play’ the game itself.

•

Add more difficulty to it such as increasing speed of comet.

•

We only had 3 people. If there were 4, it would have been easier, but the
challenge with only 3 was exciting.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 10:00AM
•

[No answer]

•

Improve control

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 2:00PM
•

Fix navigation issues, enlarge circles, resolve shadow issues.

•

Have variations with the number of circles to make it more difficult.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

The reward (the picture shown from flowers) could be a more interesting thing or
character or phrase to make the players more excited.
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•

Change the way higher levels scale in difficulty, maybe add or remove more
bubbles or make the comets faster.

•

Instructions!

•

I guess you could be so more twist to it. Like the black could be some other color
or image.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 5:00PM
•

Reduce shadows

•

Play more games

•

The circles could be a bit bigger. A good thrilling music (like what Mario bros
has). I would recommend “swords dance” from “Khachaturian”. It’s great for
this kind of game!

•

State clear objectives and improve incentives.

Question: Other Comments.

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 11:00AM
•

[None]

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

It was fun

Monday, July 17, 2006 – 5:00PM
•

Overall the game was fun, but I probably would be hesitant to do it with strangers
in public.

•

Sometimes the comet would bounce of the edge of the screen and sometimes not.
I wonder if this is intended.

•

It’s a fun game.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 2:00PM
•

Fun and easy time
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•

It’s really fun

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

Maybe have “reward” pictures of the Center or other U of I Icons.

•

Fun

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 – 5:30PM
•

☺ It was fun. Such a simple game can require the interactions of many people.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 10:00AM
•

[None]

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 2:00PM
•

[None]

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 3:30PM
•

It was great!

•

I had fun figuring out how the game works.

•

It was fun and interesting.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006 – 5:00PM
•

I really liked the music and graphics, but I think the aesthetic is “too soft” to
attract the types of people who plat these kinds of games.
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APPENDIX D – QUALITATIVE RESULT FOR GROUP
WITH INSTRUCTION
Monday, July 17, 2006 at 11:00pm
•

Two participants arrived (E & H).

•

I explained the control. After playing with it, one user remarked that one disc can
only create one beam.

•

They completed the first 3 level. The first one was by chance. The second and
third level by creating a big polygon (using eight discs).

•

The reward surprised E the first time, but it didn’t draw much attention in the
following levels until the picture became almost clear.

•

The third participant arrived (L). E explained to him the control. After a few
minutes of watching and trial, L suggested a strategy: follow 1 direction,
clockwise or counter clockwise. However, H did not pay attention or did not
understand what’s going on (language barrier), so he kept trying to use the same
disc for both directions.

•

They complete level 4 without much help from H. E and L took turn covering H’s
corner.

•

In level 5, E explained to H that a disc could only create one beam.

•

They completed level 5 again by creating a big polygon.

•

During the transition between level 5 and 6, L initiated a conversation with H
about H’s status in the university and his research.

•

They completed level 6, using the same strategy.

•

A lot of non-verbal communication such as exclamation (aw, oh, sorry, no) and
pointing.

•

H is a visiting scholar. His English is not very good, so he kept mostly to his
corner of the table. He also seemed confused for a large part of the game,
especially the fact that one disc can only create one beam. At one point, both of
the other users tried to explain to him this. He only started to understand until
level 5.

•

User remarks:
–

“The hardest thing was to figure out the collaboration.”
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+

“It’ll be cool to have something like this in the lobby. When people have 5
minutes while waiting for someone else, they can sit down and say ‘Hey,
you want to play?’”

+

“Participants must cooperate to complete the goal.”

+

“I like the color, rings and moving stars”

+

“A quick game, which is interesting looking enough to attract people to try
it”

+

“Music tones are nice, as are colors. Game is simple, but quite fun”

Monday, July 17, 2006 at 3:30pm
•

I explained the control.

•

The group completed level one within 1 minutes without any coordination

•

In level 2, the group had to start strategizing. They still mostly used speed to deal
with the comets, and they were able to capture both using a small box.

•

In level 3, they tried the same strategy, but it didn’t work. After a while, one user
suggested they tried something else.

•

A user discovered that he could create two lines at a time and share this with the
group. So, they came up with a new strategy: create a big box and wait for the
comets to come in. Unfortunately, they created a non-convex polygon, thus the
system could not recognize it and they have to start over. They created the
bounding rectangle and completed the level.

•

Level 4, level 5, and level 6 was all completed within a few minute using the
same strategy.

•

Two users kept trying to use both hand at the same time.

•

After level 5, one user commented that he after level 4 that he doesn’t have half
an hour attention span for the game.

•

During one of the transition between levels, the group started to discuss if the
game should be installed in the lobby of the building. One user said that without
instructions, people would not know what to do with the game. Another user
commented that this game would be great some where people have to wait, like in
a restaurant.

•

After level 6, we wanted to stop the experiment but when level 7 was displayed
(because of preparation mistake), the group insisted on “beating” the game.
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•

User remarks:
+

“[The game] creates bonds between strangers using teamwork to achieve a
common goal. Just a small problem with being able to form line. If it was a
touch screen, instead of a projected image, it might be easier to work
with… It was fun”

+

“If it was easy to walk up to and play, I wouldn’t want to sit down and play
it”

+

“[I like] the ease of play, that it is about touching the board”

+

“The game could be really fun as long as no one is too competitive or
mean. I like the sounds and the calm aura from the colors and lights.

–

I found the shadows trouble some. Maybe light up from the floor instead of
overhead.”

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 at 2pm
•

4 participants. 3 female, 1 male.

•

I explained to them how to create a beam, how to control the beam, how to keep a
beam, how to create 2 beams at a time, and the goal of the game.

•

One user (K) suggested that they create a diamond. They tried but did not
succeed.

•

J reminded the group that they can keep two lines at a time. Then K suggested
that they created a big box together. They were able to complete the first level.

•

When the group saw the first reward (school of dots) they were very amused.
Also, when they saw two comets in the next level, they were very excited.

•

Level 2, 3, 4, and 5 were completed very quickly using the same strategy.

•

They had some trouble coordinating in level 6. K suggested that they change
strategy and created 2 walls, then wait for the comets to come in and close the
loop.

•

•

Lots of exclamation from user while they play:
o

Aw, ah, oh, etc.

o

Oh no!

o

Stop moving!

o

Not fast enough!

User comments:
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–

It’s dark. It’s hard to see sometimes.

+

It’s winking at us! It’s a winking smiley!

+

The extra hint allow each us to create 2 lines and create the big box

+

“It’s better to plan first and then play. It’s hard to talk and watch and try to
catch the comet at the same time. “

+

“I keep want to play… Get me away from the table!”

+

“I think people would sit down and join games in progress.”

–

“I think the sound effects are annoying except when the game is won.
There maybe too much time between levels. The experience of beating the
game was enough reward. “
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APPENDIX E – QUALITATIVE RESULT FOR GROUP
WITHOUT INSTRUCTION
Monday, July 17, 2006 at 5:00pm (not recorded)
•

4 participants. 2 females, 2 males.

•

First 3 participants arrived.

•

I told them the name of the game, Capture the comets, and that this is a
collaborative game.

•

The forth participant arrived (T).

•

I repeated the introduction.

•

D figured out how to control the line.

•

T accidentally created a strengthen line and it stayed after she took her hand off.
She informed everyone of this, and tried to figure out how to create it again. Once
she could recreate the strengthen line, she remarked that the three dot could be
used as a timing device. The line would fade away after the dot had traveled 2
times the length of the line.

•

T also remarked that a disc could only create one beam. Then D remarked that
there was still a way to create a box: i.e. go clockwise or counter clockwise.

•

They completed level 1 by create a parallelogram, although they relied more on
speed than on coordination. This was about 15 minutes into the game.

•

After level two started, they tried to use the same strategy as before, but it didn’t
work.

•

J remarked that if they keep their hand at the disc, the line would not go away.

•

So they created a small trap (using 4 discs) and trapped one comet, and waited for
the second one to come in. S accidentally created and held 2 lines at the same
time, but she and everyone else didn’t notice this. So three people (S, D and T)
kept the trap, while J tried to bounce it in. They got all the comets within 5
minutes since the level started.

•

Level 3 started about 20 minutes into the game. D accidentally created and held 2
lines at the same time. He remarked this and tried to figure out why. Once he
figured out, he immediately showed this to other people.
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•

Base on this information, they came up with a new strategy: together, they could
create a big trap, consisting of 8 discs. Each person would be in charge of a
“gate,” and they let the comets in when they came near.

•

After level 3 was completed about 24 minutes into the game, using the same
strategy, the group could complete level 4, 5, and 6 within a few minutes.

•

At level 2, T commented that the reward looked like a picture, and noted that it
look like a flower at level 3. Only at level 5, everyone started to understand the
reward.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006 at 3:30pm
•

3 participants

•

I told them the name of the game and the setting.

•

They quickly figure out that they have to “cage” the comet.

•

D figured out how to create a beam and show every one. He also figure out that
strengthen beam can stay for a few minutes before it disappeared, and he
commented that one disc can only create one beam.

•

They figured out how to create the surrounding box, and complete all levels very
quickly within 15 minutes.

•

The users were delighted to see the smiley faces changes after each level. When
the smiley faces stopped changing after level 3, they commented that it should
keep changing and suggest different smiley gesture.

•

User remarks:
+

“We definitely have to collaborate to win.”

+

“It’s simple and it doesn’t [require] great hand-eye skills. [Users] can
easily learn by watching. Works well with multi-players.”

–

“Maybe add a simple intro statement “Touch me” to get people started.
Projection casts hand shadow when playing.”

–

“Maybe add a tone for feedback when touching the screen. Possibly
building to a harmony when multiple people are touching. Maybe have
“reward” pictures of the center or other U of I Icons.”

+

“It provides an activity to entice people to communicate and serve as an ice
breaker. “

+

“Visually appealing, nice sounds, fun.”
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–

“Once we developed a strategy, it was pretty easy. If it were more difficult,
it would be more engaging. Making the comets appear from different
locations “

+

“I really like the graphics. It’s very pretty”

–

“I thought it could be harder. Increasing difficulty level, make the boxes
the players have to catch them smaller as well. Also, you could have
specific areas comets need to be caught in.”

–

“There would have to be instruction that say you need other people’s helps
to win.”

–

“Maybe circle bigger and click noises as the bars rotate to keep the comet
in.”

+

“Fun and easy time.”

+

“It provides a connection between people”

–

“Maybe turn off the light. Sometimes the display seems a little bit dark.”

+

“It’s very fun.”

+

“To be able to win the game, you have to strategize and think as a
unit/team and talking about strategy would help people socialize. “

+

“Like: colorful, simple to use, like the noises – playful”

–

“The game got complicated how to form multiple lines and I got confused
at different parts of the game, not sure when lines would appear or
disappear.”

–

“More explanation of how the game works and when lines show up or not
show up – not sure how long I would have to hold the buttons for line to
show up. Most of the time it would show up when I really wanted a
preview and wait until the comets were in the position I wanted.”

Tuesday, July 17, 2006 at 5:30pm
•

3 participants (3 males)

•

I told them the name of the game and the setting.

•

They quickly figure out that they have to capture the comet in a box.

•

R tried to create the line with movement of his finger, but it didn’t work.
Meanwhile, J and V already figure out how to create a beam. R finally asked and
J showed him.

•

J suggested a strategy
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•

J remarked that they can keep the beam by keeping the finger there.

•

They created a diamond shape and captured the comet. Level 1 was completed.

•

In level two, they change strategy and create a big box instead, and capture the
comets.

•

Level 3: they created a big box again, but they could not capture all of them at the
same time.

•

J suggested that they try to strike the comets to get them to turn around.

•

They completed the 4 levels.

•

User remarks:
+

“The key to win is teamwork, making sure that everyone is on the same
page.”

+

“It was fun. Such a simple game can require the interaction of many
people.”

–

“It could [help people socialize] as long as it is the first time for at least a
few players. Otherwise, it pretty clear about what the optimal strategies
are.”

+

“The visual effects and appeal are quite good. Nothing that I particularly
dislike.”

–

“Making the aim of the game clear before hand: I weren’t totally sure if
you intended to see how to figure the game or play the game it self.”

+

“They [people] have to interact with each other and play as a team in order
to beat the game.”

+

“I love the music after each successful level is completed. I also like the
smiley face because it encourages me after each level.”

–

“Add more difficulty to it such as increasing speed of comet. “

+

“The goal of completing the game was greater than any ‘fear’ of social
interaction”

–

“The beginning where you had to figure out how to play. The way the
corner acted was frustrating at first, but that is part of the game”

+

“We only have three people. If there were four, it would have been easier,
but the challenge with only three was exciting.”

•

In this group, J emerged as a leader. He did most of the talking and coordinating.

•
•

Wednesday, July 17, 2006 at 10:00am
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•

2 participants. 1 female, 1 male.

•

Level 1, V tried to touch the center of the disc, so she could not control the line at
all. She also had long nail so she was worried about damaging the table surface.

•

J moved his finger from the center to the edge of the disc and was able to create
line. He stuck with this approach until level 3.

•

J figured out how to create a small box (by creating beam going in one direction)
and capture the comet by him self. They complete level 1.

•

J showed V how to create a line. He tried to use the old strategy, but he could not
capture both comets by himself, so he suggested that they create a big box
together.

•

J suggested that they should keep the lines going in one direction. V suggested a
different direction and J compromised. They created a big rectangle, using 8
discs, and capture the comet, completing level 2.

•

During the transition, V asked and J explained to V why they had to keep the box
going in one direction.

•

Level 3, 4, 5 and 6 they used the same strategy and completed in a short amount
of time, although with more comets, it became a little bit harder.

•

Again, a pattern that we’ve observed is play - discuss strategy - play. When users
tried to catch the comets, communication were mostly short (“Close it,” “no,”
“we lose another”) and non-verbal, such as pointing and “aw,” “ah,” “oh,” etc.

•

J, who figured out everything very quickly, is a game player (although he plays
less than once a week) and he plays with other people every time. V, who had a
more difficult time, is not.

•

User remarks:
+

“It’s a very calming game! The aura and the sound …”

+

“It’s so pretty ... I wish I have something like this on the wall and play …”

+

“I would like it [installed] especially in the union.”

+

“The colors were beautiful.”

–

“Sometime I had problem with control.”

–

“Maybe [it can help people socialize] but they will just socialize around the
game, not after.”

Wednesday, July 17, 2006 at 2:00pm
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•

2 participants (H & N). 1 female, 1 male.

•

Starting level 1, both users tried to figure how to create a line

•

H created a line by brushing his finger from the center to the edge of the disc. He
explained this to N.

•

H noticed that the line will disappear after a while

•

Without a lot of coordination, they created a small box together and completed
level 1.

•

N still couldn’t direct the line very well.

•

They tried to catch the comets using the same strategy, and succeeded.

•

Level 3, H suggested that they created a big box together and in one direction.

•

Some spectators started to gather outside the lab

•

Level 4, N stood up to be able to reach across the table. They completed the level
using the big box idea.

•

Level 5 and 6 were completed using the same strategy.

•

Meanwhile, a group of spectators, sometime up to 4, gathered.

•

Level 7 started, they insisted on beating the game.

•

H, who led the game, rarely played game, while N played everyday.

•

Both of the players were very quiet. They mostly exchanged information on the
game only. They also followed the pattern play-discuss-play.

•

User remarks:
–

“The shadow is very annoying”

–

“Hard to navigate: enlarge the circle.”

+

“It’s visually appealing so it will draw strangers to watch and it’s a type of
game one would need help with, so asking a stranger to join is likely.”

–

“It was difficult to control the direction I wanted the walls to be made.”

+

“I like the music and the visual appeal.”

–

“Have variation with the number of circles to make it more difficult.”

+

“I feel friendly with the other participant”

Wednesday, July 17, 2006 at 3pm
•

Three users arrived first (B, S, and M)

•

M and S tried to draw line from one disc to another. B explained his way of
creating a line: brush slightly from the center to the edge.
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•

M tried to bounce the comets around, while B observed.

•

S tried to create two lines from a disc. B explained that a disc can only create one
line.

•

B captured the comet by himself, and they completed level 1.

•

Level 2, they didn’t show any sign of collaboration. Then M suggested that they
helped each other.

•

T suggested that they created a big box, and the grouped followed. They captured
the comet.

•

Level 3 began, the 4th users arrived (E).

•

M explained to her the goal and the control of the game. However, when she did
it, she couldn’t create a line because when she brushed on the disc, her nail
touched the outside of the disc. Her group mates tried to explain to her a few
more time, and then gave up. When she could not create a line, they just did it for
her. So she remained frustrated until the last few minutes of the game.

•

One star got stuck (another game bug) and we need to restart the game.

•

The group raced through all levels, using the same strategy (creating a big box).

•

This group was very quiet. B only talked when he explained thing. M
occasionally made remarks or exclamation, but since her group mates did not
response she gradually withdrew. S and E did not say anything at all. When
asked, they all explained that they were concentrating on the game.

•

None of them had much experience playing game with other face to face. S and E
never play video game. M rarely plays, and B rarely plays non-online game.

•

E said that she was very uncomfortable asking other people for help, and she was
not a big ‘people person.’

•

User remarks:
+

“I think many people would socialize and communicate while playing this,
especially because it would be very difficult to win without help.”

+

“I like the interface”

+

“I had fun figuring out how the game works.”

+

“People can talk about how to catch the comets, so [there] need to be some
interaction”

+

“I am not a big game player or ‘people person’ but I do think that others
would response to it”
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+

“It was fun and interesting”

+

“It makes people get friendly sooner. “

–

“I didn’t like the way difficulty scaled after each success. Capturing 4, 5, 6,
7 comets was all roughly equal. Change the way higher levels scale in
difficulty. Maybe add or remove bubbles or make the comets faster.”

–

“You could add more twist to it. Like the black could be some color or
image”

–

“The game can be expanded and a bit more complicated.”

–

“The reward could be more interesting thing or character or phrase to make
the players more excited.”

+

“I liked the use of bright colors. The reward system was very good.”

Wednesday, July 17, 2006 at 5pm
•

Four participants (D, T, R, and B)

•

I explained to them the name of the game and the setting.

•

User D figured out how to create and that the line became invisible after a time.
He explained this to the group

•

They captured the comet in a triangle.

•

During the transition, R asked why when he created two lines, the previous one
disappeared. Another user , T, explained to him that he can only created one line
from one circle.

•

Level 2, R noted that a box can only be created in one direction.

•

They tried to capture the comets separately, but it didn’t work. T suggested that
each of them waited in one corner of a small rectangle (using four discs) for the
comets to come in and created a line at the same time. They tried this and it
worked.

•

In the transition between levels, T remarked that the changing color of the disc
might help them predicted the motion of the comets.

•

In level 3, D suggested that they created a big box at the same time when the
comets gathered near the center. They followed this strategy and complete this
level quickly.
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•

In level 4, the group had trouble coordinating. R suggested that each person
should be in charge of two discs so that they could act quickly when the comets
gathered. Using this strategy, they completed level 4, 5 and 6 quickly.

•

Users remark:
+

“I like that figuring out the goal of the game is part of the game”

–

One user remarked that he wouldn’t play this game in public space because
he thought that this game is boring

–

Another user commented that because people might not necessary realize
that they could interact with the installation.
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APPENDIX F – QUANTITATIVE RESULT FOR
GROUP WITH INSTRUCTIONS
Monday, July 17, 2006, 11am
Number of participants
Male
Female
Total
Talk time
Time to complete level 1
Time to complete level 2
Time to complete level 3
Time to complete level 4
Time to complete level 5
Time to complete level 6
Number of times a user smiled/laughed
Number of things that made people express
confusion

3
2
1
17:00
3:11
3:30
1:29
3:54
1:36
3:29
1:40
8
1

Salient point
•

One user did not realize that one disc can only create one beam so he must go create a
beam in the same direction everyone was going. Thus, he couldn’t contribute much to
the game.

Monday, July 17, 2006, 3:30 pm
Number of participants
Male
Female
Total
Talk time
Time to complete level 1
Time to complete level 2
Time to complete level 3
Time to complete level 4
Time to complete level 5
Time to complete level 6
Number of times a user smiled/laughed
Number of things that made people express
confusion

4
3
1
24:00
14:20
1:08
2:45
13:00
3:00
2:00
1:30
40
2

Salient point
•

One user was very confused at time, because the connection from his sitting pad to the
table was loose, so sometimes he couldn’t create a line.
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•

One bug was exposed during the game. When the polygon is not convex, the game
could not recognize it, causing confusion.

Tuesday, July 18, 2006, 2 pm
Number of participants
Male
Female
Total
Talk time
Time to complete level 1
Time to complete level 2
Time to complete level 3
Time to complete level 4
Time to complete level 5
Time to complete level 6
Number of times a user smiled/laughed
Number of things that made people express
confusion

4
1
3
17:40
5:22
4:23
1:03
1:03
1:03
4:27
1:03
27
1

Salient point
•

Once the group figure out how to create the big box in level 1, and the comets happened
to gather within the center area, so they were able to complete levels 2, 3, 4 and 5 very
quickly.

•

They had some trouble coordinating in level 6, and the comets did not gather in the
center quickly. Thus, they have to change their strategy.

•

A user kept using two fingers at the same time, so she got really confused regarding
when the line appeared.
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APPENDIX G – QUANTITATIVE RESULT FOR
GROUP WITHOUT INSTRUCTIONS
Tuesday, July 18, 2006, 5:30 pm
Number of participants
Male
Female
Total
Talk time
Time to complete level 1
Time to complete level 2
Time to complete level 3
Time to complete level 4
Time to complete level 5
Time to complete level 6
Number of times a user smiled/laughed
Number of things that made people express
confusion

3
3
0
15:04
4:03
1:03
2:34
4:10
1:11
1:04
1:33
7
2

Salient point:
•

One user was confused regarding how to create a line, until another user showed him.

•

One user didn’t figure out that one disc can only create one beam until level 4. So the
group could not carry out the “big box” strategy until level four. After that they were
able to move through levels very quickly.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006, 10 am
Number of participants
Male
Female
Total time to complete six level
Talk time
Time to complete level 1
Time to complete level 2
Time to complete level 3
Time to complete level 4
Time to complete level 5
Time to complete level 6
Number of times a user smiled/laughed
Number of things that made people express
confusion
Salient point:
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2
1
1
16:18
5:35
3:28
5:27
0:58
045
1:47
1:53
13
2

•

Both users were confused about how to make a line. One user kept touching the center
of the disc. The other user use movement from the center to the edge to create the line.
He then explained this idea to the first user, and they stuck with this approach until level
3, when the second user realized that he could create a line by just touching the edge.

•

The first user had long nail so she was worried about damaging the table.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006, 2pm
Number of participants
Male
Female
Total time to complete 6 levels
Talk time
Time to complete level 1
Time to complete level 2
Time to complete level 3
Time to complete level 4
Time to complete level 5
Time to complete level 6
Number of times a user smiled/laughed
Number of things that made people express
confusion

2
1
1
14:36
1:35
3:36
1:41
3:13
3:24
0:45
1:57
12
1

Salient point:
•

Both users were confused about how to create a beam. To create a beam, they moved
their finger from the center of the disc to the edge, so making the accuracy harder. This
was the reason why at the end of the session, one user commented that this circle should
be bigger.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006, 3pm
Number of participants
Male
Female
Total time
Total talk time
Time to complete level 1
Time to complete level 2
Time to complete level 3
Time to complete level 4
Time to complete level 5
Time to complete level 6
Number of times a user smiled/laughed
Number of things that made people express
confusion
Salient point:
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4
1
3
19:28
2:10
3:39
2:00
1:51
1:10
1:23
1:58
15
3

•

All users tried to create a line by brushing their fingers from the center of a disc to the
edge. Although it worked, it could be in accurate sometimes.

•

One user who came late was totally confused regarding how to create a line. She tried
drawing a line from one disc to another. When another user showed her that she should
brush a disc from the center to the edge, she couldn’t do it at all because she had long
nails.

Wednesday, July 19, 2006, 5pm
Number of participants
Male
Female
Total time
Total talk time
Time to complete level 1
Time to complete level 2
Time to complete level 3
Time to complete level 4
Time to complete level 5
Time to complete level 6
Number of times a user smiled/laughed
Number of things that made people express
confusion

4
3
1
16:17
8:47
1:24
3:38
1:02
2:50
1:28
1:31
9
2

Salient point:
•

Two users were confused about how to create a line in the beginning, but they picked it
up after another user showed them

•

One user was confused when he created a new line from a disc, the previous one
disappeared. He discussed this during transition time and another user explained that
one disc can only created one beam.
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